Karachi Water & Sewerage Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP)
Institutional Reform Studies of KW&SB.

Terms of Reference (TORs)

Institutional Reform Studies of KW&SB

INTRODUCTION:
Karachi is the Pakistan’s largest city, main seaport and international trade hub having a
unique Demography, struggling with numerous governance challenges. One of the
major challenges is Karachi’s water supply and sewerage services, falling far short of
the city’s expanding needs. To develop present and future needs of water supply and
sewerage services for Karachi and to transform the Karachi Water and Sewerage
Board (KW&SB) into a financially viable and technically well performing water utility that
ensures clean, safe drinking water and sewerage services to general public, the
Government of Sindh (GoS) and KW&SB have made a partnership with the World Bank
Group and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) in planning & developing of the
Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP). The KWSSIP
estimated to have an indicative cost of USD 1.6 billion to finance a Reform Led
Investment Program in 4 Phases is aimed to be implemented in a span of 12 years.
The Phase 1 of KWSSIP has an investment portfolio of USD 100 million. Its
implementation is being undertaken by GoS/KW&SB commencing with a number of
procurements likely to take place within a short period of time.
KWSSIP has been developed after detailed discussion among all stakeholders in
Karachi with World Bank consultants/ experts and aims to bring the targeted
Institutional and Governance reforms in KW&SB along with a massive strategic
investment for the improvement of water & sewerage infrastructure in Karachi.
Following are the three project components of the Karachi Water and Sewerage
Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP):
Component 1: Reform in Karachi Water and Sewerage Board
To build capacity and raise the operational performance of KW&SB, as well as to
prepare and implement an enabling environment, this component will support an array
of measures including:
• Revenue Improvement and Customer Care
• Non-Revenue Water (NRW)
• Institutional Reforms and Human Resources.
• Social Sector Policy and Katchi Abadi Program.
• Other Capacity Building Priorities
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Component 2: Securing Sustainable Water Supply & Sewerage (Infrastructure
Investments)
The infrastructure interventions of the Phase-I KWSSIP will be selected during
implementation according to criteria that will ensure compliance with project objectives
and relevant policies, while retaining flexibility to align investments dynamically with the
evolving reform agenda with the overall aim to reinforce the impact of capacity building
and institutional reforms. The priority areas in which specific investment will be selected
include:
• Water Network Rehabilitation;
• Sewer Network Rehabilitation;
• Rehabilitation and Improvement of Safe Water Supply in Informal Settlements;
• Improve Energy Efficiency; and
• Procurement of Suction & Jetting Machines.
Component 3: Project Management & Studies
This component will support the costs of managing the project and preparing
subsequent water supply and wastewater management interventions in the urban area
of Karachi. This will include direct project management costs and the studies in the
following areas:
• Feasibility and Tender Documents for SOP-1 and proposed future projects;
• Updating of KWSB’s Master Plan;
• Preparing specific Safeguards Documents;
• Energy Audit;
• Review of PPP Options; and
• Ground Water Protection Assessment.

BACKGROUND OF THE CONSULTANCY:
KW&SB has kick-started Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project
(KWSSIP) aiming to bring the targeted institutional and governance reforms in
KW&SB along with a massive strategic investment program for the improvement of
water & sewerage infrastructure in Karachi.
Activities of KWSSIP has been grouped into following three components:
1. Reforms in Karachi Water and Sewerage Board
2. Securing Sustainable Water Supply & Sewerage (Infrastructure Investments)
3. Project Management & Studies
KWSSIP is committed to enhance institutional capacity, improve service delivery and
financial viability of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board by pledging a Commitment
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of Cooperation (CoC), signed by GoS and the World Bank, which outlines a reform
roadmap aligned with the objectives of the proposed Series of Projects (SOP).
The CoC’s vision is to transform KW&SB, by 2030, into a modern and efficient utility,
accountable to its customers and capable of providing safely managed water and

sanitation services, while recovering costs and raising private finance in a three-phase
transformation plan focusing on following four areas:
• Institutional Development
• Service Delivery
• Financial Viability
• Private Sector Participation
Details of CoC’s objectives in each area are given in (Annex-1)
The Key Areas of Institutional Reforms in above sectors, to be undertaken in KW&SB
for its transformation as a modern utility are as under:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Human Resource Management (Annex-2)
Communication and Customer Relations (Annex-3)
Revenue Improvement and Tariff Rationalization (Annex-4)
Financial Management Best Practices (Annex-5)

OBJECTIVES:
The overall objective of this Consultancy is to provide a platform to manage the key
studies for Institutional Reforms in KW&SB. This platform will provide overarching
management consulting services to acquire interlink and implement all these activities
in a sequential manner.
The Institutional Reforms Component of KWSSIP aims to achieve the objectives given
in Commitment of Cooperation (CoC) through a series of management studies,
primarily focusing on following four key functional areas:

1. Human Resource Management (Annex-2)
a. Organizational Restructuring of KW&SB
b. Digitization of Employees Data
c. Training Need Assessment of KW&SB’s staff
2. Communication and Customer Relations (Annex-3)
a. Design and Implement a Communication Strategy for KW&SB including
restructuring of PRO office and role of communication
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b. Develop and implement Customer Relation Strategy including Staff
Training
3. Revenue Improvement and Tariff Rationalization (Annex-4)
a. Customer Identification Survey
b. Improvement in Billing and Recovery System
c. Tariff Rationalization
4. Financial Management Best Practices (Annex-5)
a. Develop an efficient Financial Management System for KW&SB
Previously, as per project plan, all these studies were supposed to be carried-out by
hiring separate consulting firms for each key area as mentioned above.
However, In order to avoid fragmentation and interlink all activities under one umbrella,
the assignment is proposed under an all-encompassing management consulting firm
which might associate with separate firms for each management study either through
forming Joint Ventures or through engaging separate firms as Sub-consultants so as to
achieve the scope of work described under the ToRs of each study as annexures and
plan a road map for the KW&SB to implement the recommendations of the Studies.

Following covers the summary of the ToRs of each study to be carried out under the
entire scope of work of this job.
Human Resource Management
The overall objective of this sector is proposed in three parts which are as under,
A. Design & Provide Technical Assistance and Training to KWSB
B. Design and Implementation of a HR Reform Program
C. Upgrading of HR System Including Software and Hardware
It is anticipated that the above will holistically cover the entire need of KW&SB in this
sector and render the HR department with firm plans to move forward to acquire a
shape of a world class water utility. The anticipated objectives can be outlined as
follows but not limited to:
a. Develop and implement a specific task-oriented training program for almost
every level of KW&SB management and workers, technical and non-technical
both, based on an extensive training need assessment survey
b. Development of a strategic direction and vision of the HRM function at KWSB
totally based on merit for right from the induction of the new employees to the
promotions to the highest administrative echelons of the Utility.
c. Prepare a modern human resource management policy, procedures and
processes best suited for KWSB
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d. Acquire and hand over to KWSB the best suited modern software program to
run the HRM of KW&SB having a provision to interface with the GIS based
mainframe database management system.
e. Design and supportn inclusive process of consultation between the Board of
KWSB, Management and workforce for the approval of such a plan.
f. This plan should be supported by an Implementation Plan which identifies the
key milestones, timelines, responsibility matrix and the investment required to
fulfil all of the above.
Communication and Customer Relations
The study will be carried out mainly in two parts to achieve the following objectives:
a. Design and Implement a Communication Program for KWSB
The consultancy will prepare a comprehensive Communication Program aiming to
present the organization and its achievements in an effective manner, and to put in
place a system of prompt dissemination of information across all relevant channels
(directly to consumer; media; social media etc.) that will improve the image of the
utility, in particular among customers, parallel provincial and federal government
departments, the media, NGO’s, civil society and KWSB’s own staff; the system
should also improve KWSB’s capacity to communicate effectively in response to
crises. The study will analyse the existing public relations office and procedures,
and design a new communications program including clear recommendations for
improving human and physical resources as needed to implement an effective
communication/public relations program for KWSB.
b. Develop and implement an improved Customer Relation Strategy including
Training of staff for six Service Centres for KWSB and identification of
improved Customer Service Tools
The second part of the consultancy will focus on the planned new Customer
Service Centres (CSCs). The selected firm will engage a dedicated team for
structuring a mechanism of operations of the service centres as well as the
necessary trainings of the staff to interact effectively with the general public. Each
CSC will have a special desk for women, people from Katchi Abadis and an
exclusive desk for bulk customers. The firm will also review existing customer
management software (notably for grievance redress and customer requests) for
strengths and weaknesses, and identify suitable approaches and tools to
improve service delivery in the new CSCs (however, procurement, development
or deployment of new software is not part of this contract).
Revenue Improvement and Tariff Rationalization
Under this study the Consulting firm shall be assigned to achieve the following objectives.
These objectives are classified into three parts given below:
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A. Customer identification survey
B. Improvement in Billing and Recovery System
C. Tariff Rationalization
A. Customer Identification survey
It is peculiar with Karachi as a mega city of the world that it has no Master Plan, hence
the expansion of the city is mushroomed and uncontrolled. The city is incessantly
expanding horizontally as well as vertically. Due to the lack of coordination between
civic agencies, there is no check on the change of nature of land used, and actions are
typically taken by one entity in isolation to the advice and input of other agencies
(especially the service providing utilities).
As a result, Karachi remains subject to unplanned growth in and around its inhabited
areas which is keeping the landscape all time changing. Residential areas are being
converted to commercial areas and commercial areas often become to industrial areas.
One-unit houses are being converted into commercial multi storied buildings. This
uncontrolled urban landscape is impacting the water and sewerage network and
KW&SB has been striving to cope up and fulfill its service obligations. In addition, the
revenue database of KW&SB is frequently out of date due to the ever-changing land
use and KW&SB finds itself inadequate to generate required finances to run the day to
day affairs of the utility.
Therefore, a customer identification survey will be undertaken that would not only assist
the KW&SB in increasing its revenue database, but will also support the consulting firm
in framing recommendations for billing and recovery improvement as well as the
rationalization of the water and sewer tariff, which are essential parts of these ToRs.
The survey will not be conducted in the entire city. Instead, targeted areas will be
selected for surveying and where change of land use has been extensive. Selected
areas will correspond to the recommendations of the Revenue Department, KW&SB
and within the available allocated resources under this study. Surveying of other areas
will either be left for the KW&SB to complete on the methodology adopted under this
study, or incorporated in the SOP 2 by itself in the same manner as of SOP 1.
B. Improvement in Billing and Recovery System
Improvement in the billing and the recovery system has been the most sought-after
area of emphasis in KW&SB for many recent years. Though the utility is self-sufficient
in generating revenues to cater her basic expenditure (comprising of salaries,
contingencies, and essential expenses), an amount of around 550 Million PKR is paid
by Government of Sindh Province (GoS) to Karachi Electric cover KW&SB’s energy
bills for installations, offices and staff colonies. As a result of insufficient revenues,
KW&SB is always handicapped in allocating right amount of money for the repair and
maintenance of assets, hence service delivery is often compromised. In short, the
sustainability of development that depends mainly on the regular revenues and
earnings of an organization is always a serious concern for the management as well as
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the GoS because of less revenue generation. This gives rise to the need of increased
revenues that is only possible by working in all the related sectors simultaneously. This
is the second part of this assignment that targets the improvement in billing and
revenue recovery of KW&SB.
The objective of this assignment is to achieve tangible improvements in billing system
so that no water consumer in Karachi is left unbilled in the monthly billing cycle. In
addition, customer bills should be correct and consistent with the Notified Tariff.
Customers must also have easy bill payment methodologies based on modern
technologies and the possibility of incentives extended to good paymasters.
The revenue recovery system must be dispute resolving oriented. The customers
complaints must have a mechanism to resolve as quickly as possible in order to
materialize the recovery within the month of billing after the dispute is resolved. The
Consulting firm should propose a mechanism to recover long standing dues against
customers--especially the reconciled receivables from the industry and government
sector consumers.
The Consulting firm is required to propose certain concrete and practical steps to bring
about sustainable improvements in the system of billing and recovery. An important
objective of this part of the work is that KW&SB is able to pay its energy bill by the
target time laid down in the Commitment of Cooperation Documents signed between
the GoS and the Bank.
C. Tariff Rationalization
The tariff structure has never been properly worked out historically in KW&SB. Initially
there was a water charge only when KW&SB was established (after having merged Water
Supply and Sewerage departments from Karachi Development Authority (KDA) and
Karachi Municipal Corporation (KMC)). In 1991, Sewerage and Conservancy Charges
under the title of Conservancy Charges were levied at the rate of 50% of water charges on
every water consumer. This created a problem with customers who were not actually
connected with the sewerage system or not using the Conservancy Services of KMC. As a
result of continued objections by the large customers and subsequent litigations KW&SB,
in 2009, had to merge the water & Sewerage charges in one bill and the Conservancy
Charges levy was stopped and returned to KMC.
KW&SB has never endeavoured to rationalize the tariff structure following international
best practices. The current flat tariff for housing units and commercial / industrial customers
has prevailed since the inception of KW&SB and there is little, or no, relationship between
the tariff and the cost of providing water and sewer services. KW&SB with its present
revenue infrastructure and policies is managing the salaries of 11,500 employees with
retired employees’ pension, necessary contingencies and some urgent maintenance
expenditure. However, the KW&SB is facing hardships with regards to service oriented
expenditure for the maintenance of billion rupees assets and day-to-day operations that
eventually results in poor service delivery which, in turn, makes the citizens / consumers
unwilling to pay KW&SB bills.
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In this sense, the objective of the assignment is,
•

To propose a new tariff structure that would meet the principles of equity,
efficiency, Opex cost recovery, simplification, easy execution, affordability for the
poor, and economic development (see definitions below); and

•

To provide explicit guidance to the KW&SB on the necessary steps to implement
and update the proposed rate structure.

Financial Management Best Practices
This study envisages to design, suggest and formulate firm strategies and place
foundation of the financial management in KW&SB as per our future corporate
requirements. At present there is no qualified Chief Finance Officer (CFO) working in
KW&SB. The CFO will be appointed on priority as a recommendation of this study with a
job description to develop, formulate and implement all the suggested studies and training
programs. Number of training sessions and short-term study/training programs in Finance
will ultimately help to build department capacity of KW&SB’s Financial Management staff.
A separate provision of trainings in Finance discipline is also available under KWSSIP HR
Study.
In addition to the studies and training mentioned above, KWSSIP will finance the
acquisition of modern IT equipment(s) including the required Financial Management
software and the adoption/creation of electronic databases. However, the purchase of
software is not a part of these ToRs. The Consultant shall make a survey of the
accounting workflows to help in the preparation of the bidding document for the acquisition
of the Financial Management Software (ERP).
By adopting these practices, the load of such large databases can be easily handled and
its up-dating process would be reduced manifold. The overall system would become
tamper proof, to a great extent, with a leverage to add security protocols as per
requirement. By adopting the above procedures KW&SB would be able to plan a sound
capital structure. The other co-benefits planned to be achieved are Estimation of capital
requirements, Determination of capital composition, Choice of sources of funds,
Investment of funds, Disposal of surplus, check on wasteful expenditures, Management of
cash & financial controls etc.
SCOPE OF SERVICE:
In view of the above, it is proposed that KWSSIP will engage a single management
consulting firm, as single entity or JV, having capacity, expertise, and competence of
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relevant areas of studies, who will supervise and carry out these studies according to
the TORs already developed (Annex-2) by combining the outcome of these all, devise
an institutional reforms program to enable KW&SB to implement and execute in
order
transform itself into a financially viable customer oriented world class water utility
through the following scope of work but not limited to:
a) Analyse the present situation through a literature review including relevant
statues, laws, regulations, project documents; qualitative and quantitative
surveys; stakeholders’ consultation (e.g. interviews with management, staff,
customers, other KW&SB stakeholders), gap-analysis etc.
b) Study and review of organizational structure/business models of other efficient
water utilities in the country and abroad
c) Identification and mapping of key stakeholders and audiences – internal and
external
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Direct and indirect consumers of all types – residential, commercial, bulk,
industrial etc.
Vendors, contractors, suppliers and water tanker owners
Relevant public sector organizations, government entities and
departments
Electronic and print media as well as digital media outlets, journalists,
bloggers covering water issues
National and International NGOs, civil society organizations, multilateral
and bilateral agencies
Academic and research organizations carrying-out studies and research
projects on water and sanitation services and relevant topics
Internal stakeholders including KW&SB’s Board members, management
teams, staff, labour unions etc.

d) Carry out each study under the detailed TORs of following key functional area,
which are readily available separately.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Human Resource Management (Annex-2)
Communication and Customer Services (Annex-3)
Revenue Improvement and Tariff Rationalization (Annex-4)
Financial Management Best Practices (Annex-5)

e) Devise an Institutional Reforms Program including goals, objectives,
outcomes, measures etc. creating linkages of above-mentioned key functional
areas (human resource, customer service, communication, revenue,
financial management and gender mainstreaming) to the areas of
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improvement/outcomes and in accordance with CoC’s short (by 2021), medium
(by 2025) and long term (by 2030) objectives given under each outcome(Annex-1)
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Institutional Development
Service Delivery
Financial Viability
Private Sector Participation

f) Sequence, interlink, and coordinate selected studies/function as part of an allencompassing institutional reforms program to improve KW&SB’s
organizational and institutional capacity
g) Develop a phase-wise Implementation Action Plan, Timeline and Schedule of
Institutional Reforms Program along with potential risk exposures and alternate
strategies.
h) Monitoring and evaluation framework including assessment criteria, metrics
and targets/KPIs against each activity of devised Institutional Reforms Program.
i) Develop a capacity building and training plan, either part of HR study or
separately, covering all priority-areas to execute institutional reforms program,
which must be aligned with overall objectives of the KWSSIP by:
i.
ii.
iii.

Conducting Training Need Analysis
Developing Training Material/Manuals
Organizing Training Workshops

j) Conduct series of workshop(s) with KWSSIP/KW&SB management and staff to
collect input and perspectives from across the organization at every level of
diagnosis, planning, devising institutional reforms program and to build
ownership of the reforms program to ensure successful implementation with the
support of all KW&SB teams.
TEAM COMPOSITION
The consultants will deploy four different teams one for each task with an independent
Team Leader for each and a Coordinator for the entire job. The details of the team
required will be included in the RFP document.

DELIVERABLES
The overarching consulting firm is expected to provide following deliverables within
given schedule:
a) Inception Report
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b) Literature reviewed, Stakeholders Analysis Done and detailed finding shared in
Interim Report
c) Consultation Workshop
d) Quarterly Progress Reports
e) Integrated Institutional Reforms Program, covering given functional areas (as per
attached TORs) and key objectives of CoC
f) Phase-wise Implementation Plan
g) Training and capacity-building plan including training material/manuals etc.
h) M&E Framework
i) Final Workshop/s and Trainings
Duration and Reporting:
The Consultant will undertake this assignment within twelve (12) months and report to
the Project Director through the Director Investment, KWSSIP.
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(Annex-1)
Commitment of Cooperation (CoC)
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(Annex-1)

Commitment of Cooperation (CoC)
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Strategy to Improve Service Delivery and Financial Viability of the Karachi Water
and Sewerage Board
By 2021
Service Delivery:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water demand and supply studies completed that cover the next 5, 10 and 20
years.
Policy developed, implemented and monitored to outsource the Water Hydrants
of Karachi.
Minimum effluent standards and a monitoring system are established in
consultation with GoS for discharging effluent into its sewerage network.
Katchi Abadi Cell to improve services to the poor established and fully functional.
All customer service requests, inquires and complaints are resolved with 30
days.
A water loss reduction programme introduced to plug the leakages and stem non
revenue water restricted to 10 percent or less

Institutional Development
•
•
•
•
•
•

A market-based Chief Executive Officer appointed by the Government for a term
of 4 years to run KWSB as a large business on corporate pattern, within three
months of signing of COC.
Amendments made to the KWSB Act to increase its operational and financial
autonomy.
Re-composition of the Board of Directors to better represent its customers,
introduce technocrats of relevance and modernize its functions and
responsibilities.
KWSB Directors appointed in the key areas of Finance, Information and
Technology, Engineering, Human Resources, Legal Affairs, Customer Service
and Planning.
Human Resource Strategy in place that emphasizes diversity, accountability and
transparency.
Percentage of females employees newly recruited significantly increased.

Financial Viability
•
•
•
•

KWSB shall charge every customer a rationale, equitable and affordable tariff for
all its services.
Federal, provincial and local government customers will be treated exactly the
same as every other customer with regard to service priority, billing and
collection policies.
Metered customers shall be charged a volumetric tariff based on modern meter
technology and monthly billing.
Based on a cost of service analysis, separate water and wastewater charges
shall be established and KWSB shall introduce separate cost accounting for
water supply and wastewater.
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•
•
•
•
•

A qualified external audit firm appointed to prepare an annual audit and
management letter. The external audit firm shall be changed every four years.
The annual audit report from the external audit firm shall be available to public.
Investment financing cell established within the KWSB Planning Department to
develop and implement a financing strategy with partners and reflecting the
overall KSWB budget.
GoS (with or without assistance from international finance institutions) shall
finance 100% of all large capital improvement projects for KWSB.
Efforts shall be made to incentivize the recovery of long standing payables from
bulk and retail customers. A dispute resolution unit shall be established,
equipped with legal assistance.
An asset management study shall be conducted to acquire the position,
valuation and administrative status of movable and immovable assets of KWSB.
Where ever needed, transfer of titles and acquisition of ownership shall be
initiated from KMC, KDA and other government departments.

Private Sector Participation
•
•

•

The KWSB MD shall develop a detailed O&M outsourcing strategy covering a
five-year period, which will then be submitted to the KWSB Board of Directors for
approval.
KWSB will pursue private sector financing where possible for selected
infrastructure. All infrastructure investment will be subject to rigorous upfront
study that takes into account the comparative advantage, the economic
efficiency and long-term debt implications.
When required, and as circumstances permit, the GoS and/or federal
government will provide guarantees to promote private sector investments in
KWSB’s infrastructure assets.

By 2025
Service Delivery:
•
•
•

At least 60% of wastewater collected shall be safely treated and disposed of.
All KWSB customers will be connected to the formal sewerage network if they
are not more than 10 meters away from the sewer network.
At least 15 percent of KWSB’s annual capital investment program dedicated to
expanding the sewage collection and treatment systems.

Institutional Development
•
•
•

Legal framework strengthened (utility and resource regulation, monitoring and
compliance, consumer protection and redress).
Percentage of female employees in management positions significantly
increased.
KWSB to become a paperless organization, entirely relying on smart
communication and IT technologies.

Financial Viability
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•
•
•
•
•

KWSB to cover from its own revenues 100% of operation and maintenance
(O&M) costs, with a minimum of 5% of depreciated asset value used as the
maintenance amount.
GoS shall finance 90% of all capital improvement projects, with KWSB supplying
10%.
100% of illegal connections will be regularized where legally possible and, if they
cannot be regularized, disconnected.
The KWSB Managing Director proposes the water and sewer tariffs to the KWSB
Board of Directors at least every two years. The KWSB Board of Directors may
approve the proposed tariffs at its sole discretion.
Strategic subsidy in the form of life line tariff slab shall be created for the lowest
category of service users.

Private Sector:
•
•

Private sector out-sourcing strategy fully operational and bi-annually reviewed
and, if appropriate, revised.
A KWSB Board approved strategy is in place to promote and enable the private
sector provision of potable water and/or water for industrial use for KWSB.

By 2030:
Service Delivery:
•
•
•
•

Water supply service (house connections, water ATMs etc.) available
everywhere in KWSB’s service area, including Katchi Abadis.
All customers have Automatic Meter Read technology meters.
At least 95% of all customers receive a bill every month, and customer
receivables system wide are below 60 days.
Non-revenue water (commercial plus physical losses) does not exceed 25%
system wide.

Institutional Development
•

At least 10 percent of employees in each grade are female.

Financial Viability
•
•

KWSB shall cover 100% of O&M costs, plus 100 % coverage for debts incurred
after March 31, 2021.
GoS shall 100% finance, on a grant basis, projects costing over PKR 500 million.
Projects below PKR500 million to be financed 100% by KWSB.

•

A cost-effective energy savings program developed and implemented.

Private Sector
•

Private sector contracts in place for provision of potable water and/or water for
industrial use for KWSB with a combined value of at least PKR 1 billion.
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(Annex-2)

Terms of Reference (TORs) for a Consultancy Firm
(Study on Institutional Reforms and Capacity Building
in HR)
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(Annex-2)
Terms of Reference (TORs) for a Consultancy Firm
(Study on Institutional Reforms and Capacity Building in HR)
Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project
Introduction
Karachi is Pakistan’s largest city, main seaport and international trade hub having a unique
Demography, struggling with numerous governance and institutional challenges. One of the
major challenges is Karachi’s water supply and sewerage services, falling far short of the city’s
expanding needs. To develop present and future needs of water supply and sewerage services
for Karachi and to transform the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KW&SB) into a financially
viable and technically well performing water utility that ensures clean, safe drinking water and
sewerage services to the general public, the Government of Sindh (GoS) and KW&SB have
made a partnership with the World Bank Group and AIIB in planning & developing of the
Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP). The KWSSIP
estimated to an indicative cost of studies USD 1.6 billion Reform Led Investment Program in 4
Phases is aimed to be implemented in a span of 12 years. The Phase 1 of KWSSIP has an
investment portfolio of USD 100 million. Its implementation is being undertaken by
GoS/KW&SB commencing with a number of procurement likely to take place within a short
period of time.
Project Components
The Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP) has been
developed after detailed discussion among all stakeholders in Karachi with World Bank
consultants/ experts and aims to bring the targeted institutional and Governance reforms in
KW&SB along with a massive strategic investment for the improvement of water & sewerage
infrastructure in Karachi.
Following are the three project components of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Services
Improvement Project (KWSSIP):
Component 1- Reform in Karachi Water and Sewerage Board
To build capacity and raise the operational performance of KW&SB, as well as to prepare and
implement an enabling environment, this component will support an array of measures
including:
• Revenue Management with Tariff Rationalization
• Non-Revenue Water (NRW)
• Institutional Reforms and Human Resources.
• Social Sector Policy and Katchi Abadi Program.
• Other Capacity Building Priorities
Component 2- Securing Sustainable Water Supply & Sewerage (Infrastructure
Investments)
The infrastructure interventions of the Phase-I KWSSIP will be selected during implementation
according to criteria that will ensure compliance with project objectives and relevant policies,
while retaining flexibility to align investments dynamically with the evolving reform agenda with
the overall aim to reinforce the impact of capacity building and institutional reforms. The priority
areas in which specific investment will be selected include:
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•
•
•
•
•

Water Network Rehabilitation
Sewer Network Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation and Improvement of Safe Water Supply in Informal Settlements.
Improve Energy Efficiency.
Procurement of Suction & Jetting Machines

Component 3- Project Management & Studies
This component will support the costs of managing the project and preparing subsequent
interventions in the urban area of Karachi. This will include direct project management costs
and the studies in the following areas:
• Feasibility and Tender Documents for SOP-1 and proposed future projects,
• Updating of KWSB’s Master Plan,
• Preparing Specific Safeguards Documents
• Energy Audit
• Review of PPP Options
• Ground Water Protection Assessment.
1. Objectives of the Assignment (Study on Institutional Reforms and Capacity Building in
HR)
History
KWSB is the only water supply agency to all of Karachi. KWSB mission states that it is a
service-based consumer-oriented organization responsible for production, transmission,
treatment and distribution of potable water to the citizen of Karachi, managing sewerage
system to ensure hygienic environment and collection of revenue for sustained economic
viability.
Despite of the above-mentioned broad-based mandate assigned to the utility, KW&SB enjoys
very limited autonomy and relies on the provincial government for all the key decisions (budget,
tariffs, hiring, regulation, etc). Currently it has 11,500 employees. KWSB’s main responsibilities
according to KW&SB Act-1996 can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Produce and supply potable water
Sanction of water and sewerage connections and water supply to tankers
Levy and collect fees for water and sewerage services
Make regulations with approval from government
O&M and construction of water and facilities
Regulate water supply and inspect water and sewerage connections
Prepare and submit to government for approval, tariffs and other charges

Though there is a clear provision available in the Act-1996 allowing KWSB to establish the own
service rules, KW&SB has never attempted to frame its own HR rules and regulations. Instead
the Sindh Government Services Rules have been adopted as it is for the purpose of deciding
the matters of its human resource/personnel affairs. These are listed below along with some
other which are being used by the HR department of KW&SB,
•

KW&SB Employees Appointment, Promotion and Transfer (APT) Rules, 1987
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KW&SB Efficiency and Discipline (E&D) Rules, 1987
KW&SB Promotion, Confirmation and Seniority Rules, 1987
KW&SB General Condition of Service Rules, 1987
The West Pakistan Municipal Committees (Works) Rules, 1969
The Sindh Local Councils (Leave) Rules, 1961
The West Pakistan Travelling Allowance Rules, 1961
The Sindh Civil Servant (Pensions) Rules, 1963
Pay Structure of Sindh Government (plus local allowances sanctioned under CBA
agreement)
Sindh Local Government (TMA/UA, APT) Rules, 2001
Sindh Local Government TMA/UA Servants (Efficiency & Discipline) Rules, 2001

As the above rules are simple adaptations of the GoS rules of business for different matters
therefore they are not customized to the peculiar needs of KW&SB and most of the time the
decisions made under the above rules are either inadequate or complicate the situations
further.
Hence, an all-encompassing approach is required to develop KW&SB-specific HR policies &
procedures. The policies must visibly support merit and service delivery. Currently, as per
documented delegation of powers, the accountability for application of various HR policies &
procedures is distributed amongst the Managing Director, Deputy Managing Director, Chief
Administrative Officer, and other Chief Officers and Chief Engineers, however the same are
practically not implemented as the exercise of authority virtually rest with the Managing Director
only. Therefore, a functional focus for HR activities is urgently required.
1. Objectives
The overall objective of this study is designed in three parts which are as under,
D. Design & Provide Technical Assistance and Training to KWSB
E. Design and Implementation of a HR Reform Program
F. Upgrading of HR System Including Software and Hardware
It is anticipated that the above will holistically cover the entire need of KW&SB in this sector and
render the department with firm plans to move forward to acquire a shape of a world class
water utility. The anticipated objectives can be outlined as follows but not limited to:
g. Develop and implement a specific task-oriented training program for almost every level
of KW&SB management and workers, technical and non-technical both, based on an
extensive training need assessment survey
h. Development of a strategic direction and vision of the HRM function at KWSB totally
based on merit for right from the induction of the new employees to the promotions to
the highest administrative echelons of the Utility.
i. Adoption of a modern human resource management policy, procedures and processes
best suited for KWSB
j. Acquire a best suited modern software program to run the HRM of KW&SB having a
provision to interface with the GIS based mainframe database management system.
k. An inclusive process of consultation between the Board of KWSB, Management and
workforce for the approval of such a plan.
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l.

This plan should be supported by an Implementation Plan which identifies the key
milestones, timelines, responsibility matrix and the investment required to fulfill all of
the above.

2. Scope of Work and the Team Composition:
A. Design & Provide Technical Assistance and Training to KWSB.
•
•
•

•
•

•

The firm with the help of the prescribed consultants shall thoroughly examine the entire
hierarchy of KW&SB at all levels and suggest the prescribed requirement for every
position with minimum qualification and experience.
The firm with the help of the prescribed consultants shall then thoroughly examine the
status of the employee’s capacities at all levels and compare them with the prescribed
requirement for every position with minimum qualification and experience.
Improvising in the L&D (Learning and Development) activities for its employees, the firm
will draw the training needs with clearly outlining the possibilities of capacity building of
each individual and his / her potential to develop and adapt the changing environment
for KW&SB to make it a viable customer-oriented water utility.
The firm will then develop and implement a training program for all in need at every level
covering all aspects of Technical, managerial, functional and soft skill required
accordingly.
In the course of this activity the firm will assist KW&SB in in designing, building and
establishing a permanent training center that could run on its own resources and guide
the department to temporarily hire or permanently engage necessary resource to
continue the program in future.
The team after completing the job will leave with KW&SB a well-structured and organized
training program that would be undertaken continually to fulfil the developing needs of the
utility.

Team Composition
Chief Trainer
Trainer (HR & Admin)
Trainer (Finance & Asset Management)
Trainer (IT & GIS)
B. Design and Implementation of a HR Reform Program
✓ A full review of existing organizational structure in relation to functions, operation and
service-delivery; revise organizational design catering for strategic and operational
needs of the organization; develop HRM and Personnel related policies, service rules,
procedures, and practices:
✓ Organizational Design
o Restructuring of organizational design align with strategic goals of KWSB and
further converting into functional and operational objectives; this would include
review of existing organizational design analysing gaps and duplications in roles
and functions; and identification and suggestions of new roles and positions
where fresh hiring is required, and also suggest a mechanism to absorb or reassign excessive human resource with newly devised roles, positions and job
cadre complying with all legal formalities and requirements.
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✓ HRM Governance
o Development and design of HRM Plan in accordance with the newly design
overall organizational structure of KWSB. This would also include development
of a grading structure through conducting a job evaluation; preparation of HR
Management, delegation of powers to different tiers of management.
✓ Recruitment & Selection
o Design and delivery of key activities related to all recruitment of staff
(Management and Non-Management) which will include updating of Job
Descriptions, Selection and Interview process, Orientation (induction of new
employees), Jobs Advertising and other aspects related to Recruitment and
Selection. The purpose of this task is to redesign the HR process but will not
include actual recruitment of staff.
✓ Staff Development
o Design and development of Staff Planning, Performance Management System,
Career Progression, Promotions and associated activities.
✓ Employee Relations (Service Rules)
o This will entail the design of Code of Conduct, Employee Relations rules,
Industrial Relations, Employee-related Legal affairs, Conflict of Interest, Whistle
blowing, Harassment at work, Grievance Redressal & Disciplinary Action,
Employee Exit with a specific emphasis on creating a gender based friendly
environment in KW&SB. Presently KWSB’s HR processes are governed by
different set of rules and regulations. Under the Act 1996 KWSB has a provision
to make its own service rules with the approval of the GoS (Cabinet), so no
amendment in the act required. This assignment shall recommend new service
rules which KWSB can submitted for approval. The legal matter will be handled
through legal experts however the HR consultants shall at least point out the
sectors where the legal aid is required.
✓ Separation
o Development of processes for exit or separation of employees from the entity will
be defined under this function which includes final settlement of dues and
clearances at the time of employee exit. This process will be either in line or
more beneficiary for the employee than the prevailing labour laws under similar
conditions.
✓ Compensation & Benefits
o Design of Compensation & Benefits structure, will include development of salary
bands/ranges based on the information gathered from the other Water Utilities of
Pakistan and sister government departments about salary and job grades. This
would also include design of Benefits schemes for employees based on current
trends and practices in the market.
Team Composition
HR Specialist
HR Reform Planner 3 Nos.
HR Designer 3 Nos.
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C. Upgrading of HR System Including Software and Hardware
✓ Human Resource Management Information System (HR MIS)
o

o

A state-of-the-art HR MIS system will be required to improve the efficiency of the
HR function. In the first stage of designing the requirements of users will be
documented and then selection of a vendor will be made to select the best
suited system for KWSB, under the WB guidelines.
This is the last step envisaged for full implementation of the HR policies in order to
keep full records of all the 11,500 plus personnel with a complete track record of
their personal and organizational data and the data commensurate with the trainings
each and every staff had been imparted with. In order to achieve the task of
upgrading the overall HR system, the HR Consultant will collaborate with
KW&SB’s IT Team to suggest and recommend best suitable software(s) and
equipment(s), which will be funded by KWSSIP- SOP 1 separately.

Team Composition
IT Specialist/Team Leader
Computer Operator
Document Controller
Besides possessing the expertise in the fields and experience mentioned against each,
generally the incumbent consultants,
should have extensive knowledge of Government and Corporate HR Management systems.
Knowledge about World Bank funded international best practices will be an added advantage.
Should possess strong communication skills and persuasiveness in presenting, negotiating and
resolving highly complex issues; both vocally and in writing.
Possess high proficiency in spoken and written English.
Possess high proficiency in MS Office (Word, Excel, Access, PowerPoint, MS Project, etc.) and
excellent web navigation skills.
Have hands-on experience in setting up or running HR Programs with the help of MIS in
accordance with international best practices and local legislation requirements.
Methodology
The Consultants will begin their job with an organizational review of the entire Utility to redesign
departments and all structures going right down to jobs – tasks and requirements. Only after
this thorough and comprehensive review was done and approved by the BOARD should the
training needs analysis begin with a survey of the new jobs KSAs (knowledge Skills and
Attitudes) and their clustering into training themes. Thence an assessment should be
undertaken to evaluate workers KSAs against the new jobs’ requirements and the training plan
could be completed by allocating workers to courses (on job and lecture) according to their real
needs.
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The consultants will also review the recommendations of a work carried out by a recently hired firm
for the digitalization of record of KW&SB and suggest some measures to improve the service rules
being used. The consultants will be provided access to the reports and recommendations of that
firm.
In addition, to achieve the objectives of the study the Consultant shall review relevant policies,
legislation and regulation pertaining to the water sector with special focus on KW&SB. This
review shall include, but not be restricted to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The KW&SB Act, 1996 and the subsequent amendments
KW&SB Employees Appointment, Promotion and Transfer (APT) Rules, 1987
KW&SB Efficiency and Discipline (E&D) Rules, 1987
KW&SB Promotion, Confirmation and Seniority Rules, 1987
KW&SB General Condition of Service Rules, 1987
The West Pakistan Municipal Committees (Works) Rules, 1969
The Sindh Local Councils (Leave) Rules, 1961
The West Pakistan Travelling Allowance Rules, 1961
The Sindh Civil Servant (Pensions) Rules, 1963
Pay Structure of Sindh Government (plus local allowances sanctioned under CBA
agreement)
Sindh Local Government (TMA/UA, APT) Rules, 2001
Sindh Local Government TMA/UA Servants (Efficiency & Discipline) Rules, 2001

•

The Governance / institutional Structure of KW&SB and utilities in Pakistan and other
developing countries of the world especially where the turnaround of water utility has been
achieved in the recent past.

•

Assistance would be taken from rules and procedures framed and adopted by any other
water utility of Pakistan or utilities in other sectors such as electricity, gas, etc.

A Review of INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICES:
The Consultant shall carry out an examination of the International water market to understand
and draw help from the following but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Water Utility Governance,
Policies and Procedures for induction, promotion, deputation, delegation of authority
and accountability
HR Functionalities, benchmark of staff numbers and efficiency
Training Mechanism, Allocation of Training Budget, with special emphasis on any
change brought about in the recent past to improve the performance.

The review will cover the entire ToRs of the study to obtain guidance in the light of international
best practices adopted all over the world in this particular sector to improve performance and
service delivery of a water and sewerage utility.
A focus effort will be undertaken to import the use of smart technologies to improve human
resource output and draw maximum possible benefit from the capacities and capabilities of the
staff in a conducive working environment for both men and women.
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Institutional Arrangements and Reporting:
The Firm will report to the Project Director through the Director Investment, KWSSIP in the form
of Monthly Progress Reports on standard formats delineating all the activities undertaken
during a certain month with the outcome and the way forward. Details of reporting procedures
and formats are given in the end of the document.

Deliverables
A. Design & Provide Technical Assistance and Training to KWSB
•

Besides training the staff and officers of KW&SB in the fields of HR, Finance, GIS, and
IT, and Tech, the firm will assist KW&SB in establishing a permanent training center that
could run on its own resources and guide the department to temporarily hire or
permanently engage necessary resource to continue the program in future.

•

The team after completing the job will leave with KW&SB a well-structured and organized
training program and a team of good trainers capable of imparting the training to the rest of
the Employees, that would be under taken continually to fulfil the developing needs of the
utility.

•

Design and Implementation of a HR Reform Program
•

•

A comprehensive organizational development plan defining strategic goals, functional
and operational objectives with new roles, positions and job cadres, along-with a fullfledged HR Reform Program will be in place and at the middle of implementation stage
with all the necessary rules and regulations framed and approved by the Board
Members of KW&SB for new induction, promotion, deputation, retirement of employees
of all cadres, prescribed qualifications clearly determined for every cadre and all the
necessary cadres incorporated into the incumbency of KW&SB in all the departments,
the Standard Operating Procedures for every HR activity made, approved and adopted
by KW&SB.
Upgrading of HR System Including Software and Hardware
o

A state-of-the-art HR MIS system (Hardware and Software) in place acquired
after due diligence under the guidance of the consultants in detailed discussions
and deliberations with the concerned staff of KW&SB. The system is capable to
run the HR of KW&SB for the next many years and also possess the capability
to interface with the GIS mainframe of KW&SB to retrieve decision making
queries for the management as and when required.

Conduct at least three workshops during the course of study /consultancy
•
•
•

At the beginning after the submission of Inception Report
At six months of the commencement updating the management and the Board members
about the findings, performance and future strategy for HR in KW&SB
At the end of the study summing up the entire work in all three areas with an update and
recommendations for KW&SB to follow the course in the future on her own resources with
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the assistance of team of trained staff, the training center and the newly adopted rules and
regulations to run all the HR affairs in the utility.
Reporting Procedures:
The Consultant is responsible for the following key deliverables:
•

An Inception Report outlining the schedule and logistics for conducting the assignment
inclusive of a detailed work plan, within fifteen days of the commencement date.

•

First Interim Report four (04) weeks after the Inception Report.

•

Second interim Report two (02) months after the first Interim Report.

•

Third interim Report, incorporating agreed revisions after review by the KW&SB, not later
months (06) after the date of commencement of the Consultancy.

•

Fourth Interim Report after two (02) months of the submission of third interim report

•

Final Report in the 12th Month of the Contract shall be submitted for reviews of the department.

Format of Reports
•
•
•

Reports are to be submitted as follows:
Original and two (2) copies to KW&SB and one copy to the World Bank Team
In addition to the above, reports shall be provided in an agreed editable electronic format
(preferably using the Microsoft Suite of software).

Duration
The Consultant will undertake the entire assignment within twelve (12) months. The preparation
of the Package A is expected to last the entire time of the assignment, while Package B & C will
take six months only during the assignment period.
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(Annex-3)
Terms of Reference (TORs) for a Consultancy Firm
(Design and Implementation of a Communication
Program and a Customer Relations Strategy)
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(Annex-3)

Terms of Reference (TORs) for a Consultancy Firm
(Design and Implementation of a Communication Program and
a Customer Relations Strategy)
A. INTRODUCTION
The Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP) aims to bring the
targeted institutional and governance reforms in KWSB along with a massive strategic
investment program for the improvement of water & sewerage infrastructure in Karachi. The
KWSSIP is financed by Government of Sindh (GoS), World Bank Group and the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the estimated cost for KWSSIP is about USD 1.6 billion
for Reform-led Investment Program in four Series of Projects (SOPs)/phases aimed to be
implemented in a span of 12 years. The SOP-1/Phase-1 of KWSSIP has an investment
portfolio of USD 100 million, following are the three components of the SOP-1 of KWSSIP:
1.
2.
3.

Reforms in Karachi Water and Sewerage Board
Securing Sustainable Water Supply & Sewerage (Infrastructure Investments)
Project Management & Studies

B. BACKGROUND
The KWSB is a large public sector entity, consisting of about 11,500 employees. A Public Relation
Office already exists in KWSB, but is poorly staffed and resourced, without a structured
Communication Program. Customers and other stakeholders who want to approach the KWSB with
complaints or to obtain information often remain unsatisfied about the KWSB services in this
respect due to the lack of well-developed communications and customer management systems. No
structured mechanism exists in KWSB to handle the media (print or electronic or social) to give
certain justifications, clarifications and/or notifications. This creates a distance between KWSB and
its customers that is affecting the utility’s image and impeding its growth. The consultancy to be
procured under this TOR will analyse KWSB’s current communications and customer relations
systems, and design and implement (a) a new Communications Program; (b) a new Customer
Relations strategy. The ultimate aim is to improve KWSB’s public image and customer satisfaction.
C. OBJECTIVES OF THE CONSULTANCY
The consultancy will be carried out mainly in two parts to achieve the following objectives:
c. Design and Implement a Communication Program for KWSB
The consultancy will prepare a comprehensive Communication Program aiming to present
the organization and its achievements in an effective manner, and to put in place a system
of prompt dissemination of information across all relevant channels (directly to consumer;
media; social media etc.) that will improve the image of the utility, in particular among
customers, parallel provincial and federal government departments, the media, NGO’s, civil
society and KWSB’s own staff; the system should also improve KWSB’s capacity to
communicate effectively in response to crises. The study will analyse the existing public
relations office and procedures, and design a new communications program including clear
recommendations for improving human and physical resources as needed to implement an
effective communication/public relations program for KWSB.
d. Develop and implement an improved Customer Relation Strategy including
Training of staff for six Service Centres for KWSB and identification of improved
Customer Service Tools
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The second part of the consultancy will focus on the planned new Customer Service
Centres (CSCs). The selected firm will engage a dedicated team for structuring a
mechanism of operations of the service centres as well as the necessary trainings of the
staff to interact effectively with the general public. Each CSC will have a special desk for
women, people from Katchi Abadis and an exclusive desk for bulk customers. The firm
will also review existing customer management software (notably for grievance redress
and customer requests) for strengths and weaknesses, and identify suitable approaches
and tools to improve service delivery in the new CSCs (however, procurement,
development or deployment of new software is not part of this contract).
D. SCOPE OF SERVICES
The selected Consulting Firm shall engage a team of specialists who will carry out the said study
and devise a Communication Program and Customer Relations Strategy illustrated under the
objectives for Part-A and Part-B with carrying out the following tasks but not limited to:
Part-A: Preparation of Communication Program
The study will cover the following disciplines and effects of public relations or communication for
excellence in functionality of KWSB:
k) Analyse the present situation through a literature review, qualitative and quantitative
surveys, stakeholders’ consultation (e.g. interviews with staff, clients, other KWSB
stakeholders) etc.
l) Identify key stakeholders and audiences – internal and external
m) Conduct workshop(s) with KWSSIP/KWSB management and staff to collect input and
perspectives from across the organization, build ownership of the strategy and ensure
successful implementation with the support of all teams
n) Devise a Communication Strategy including goals, objectives, outcomes, measures etc.
o) Develop prototypes/mock-ups of messages/communication products/material for
different audiences
p) Select and suggest dissemination platforms and media – print, electronic social/digital,
including identification of specific relevant media-contacts; review existing KWSB social
media accounts and policies (if any), identifying strengths, weaknesses and
opportunities;
q) Develop a phase-wise Implementation Plan of communication strategy
r) Prepare Risk and Crises communication protocols and guidelines
s) Devise capacity-building /revamping plan for existing PR office including structure,
staffing and training
t) Training Need Assessment of PR office staff
u) Training material on different media protocols and Training Plan /Schedule
Part-B: Develop and implement Improved Customer Relation Strategy including Staff
Training
The consulting firm will carry out a detailed study covering all aspects of Customer Relations
including, but not limited to:
• Strategic Framework for Customer Relations (core aims; organizational structure; HR and
equipment requirements for planned service centers etc.)
• Development of Procedures Manual for customer services management
• Identify action plan with steps required for integration of Customer Services with relevant
departments (Admin, O&M, Finance, IT, New Connections, Recovery &Billing etc.) and
development of workflow, procedures and formats to handle diverse range of services
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•
•
•
•
•

and complaints (e.g. standardize complaint categories and propose realistic stipulated
turnaround times);
Customer Relation Management (CRM) Solutions and Technology Options, in particular:
Identify Strengths and Weaknesses of existing Complaint Management System in line with
GRM Framework, and propose improvements incl. possible new software solutions as
needed;
Development of Training Modules on Customer Services
Training Sessions for Customer Care Staff
Monitoring and evaluation measures, actions and key performance indicators to assess
the performance and impact of communication and customer services on organizational
efficiency

E. METHODOLOGY
Towards achieving desired objectives of the study, the Consulting Firm shall adopt following
methodology to devise a better and modern, appropriate communication program and customer
relations strategy for the KWSB:
1. Theoretical Study and Systematic Literature Review
The Consulting Firm shall review relevant policies, legislation and regulation pertaining to the
water sector at large and water utility in particular. This review shall include, but not restricted
to:
• Laws governing KWSB-The KWSB Act 1996 and subsequent amendments, Rules of
Business, Policies, Procedures etc.
• Organizational structure of KWSB – Board, management, staff etc.
• The former and present laws regarding the media enacted by the GoS or notifications
issued by Information Dept. (GoS).
• The institutional structure of KWSB’s PR Department, available record of PR Department
including media policy, releases etc.
• Review and analysis of existing communication, outreach and education programs and
strategies; and IEC material produced by PR Dept. including awareness campaigns, display
ads, special supplements etc.
• Interact extensively with all the departments of KWSB and sister departments
• Current structure of complaint cell and customer services at KWSB
• Study and review of organizational structure/business model of efficient Customer
Services Departments in other utility companies especially public sector entities
• Project documents of KWSSIP including relevant frameworks – ESF, GRM Framework
etc.
2. Stakeholder Analysis and Mapping
The Consulting Firm shall carry out an examination of all the potential key stakeholders of
KWSB, some of which are listed below:
• Direct and indirect consumers of all types
• Public Sector organizations, Government entities and departments
• Electronic and print media as well as social/digital media outlets
• National and International NGOs, Civil society, multilateral and bilateral agencies
• Academic and research organizations carrying out studies and joint research projects
• Internal stakeholders including board members, management, staff etc.
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3. Dissemination/Consultation Workshop (1st )
Based on above review, examination and analysis, the Consultancy firm shall organize at least two
stakeholders’ workshops to disseminate the intention behind entire KWSSIP’s reforms agenda and
its impact on service delivery, institutional development and customer-satisfaction in general, and
the Communication Program and Customer Relations Strategy of KWSB in particular as essential
part of deliverables of this study. In 1st Workshop, the Consulting Firm will share primary analysis,
findings and way forward to keep aligned the study with desired objectives. Stakeholders’ input and
deliberation will contribute to complete the study as per scope of work augmenting KWSSIP’s
reforms agenda within KWSB.
4. Assessment of New Trends and Technology Options
The Consulting Firm shall review current local and international trends of internal and external
communications and customer relations, and suggest the improvements in existing situation based
on:
• Innovative ways and means to disseminate the voice of KWSB among the masses
• Effective ways to counter negative publicity, and to communicate during crises
• Use of social media and digital platforms
• Smart technologies to communicate internally and externally
• Mass-mailing and notification system for customers
• CRM solutions/software to interact with customers
• Complaint Management System and tracking tools by using different technology
platforms (App, web, sms etc.)
• Integration of other departments into Customer Services platform through digital
technologies
• Data analysis and reports for performance measurement and evaluation
5. Design and Implementation of Communication Program
a) Communication Strategy
The Consulting Firm is required to assist the KWSSIP in developing a firm Communication
Strategy for KWSB to be followed in order to build positive image of KWSB among the key
stakeholders and maintain a prompt and quality communication with them to build mutual
confidence at all levels of public interactions. The proposed strategy will cover, but not limited
to:
• Conduct formative research
• Define Target Audiences
• Determine Key Communication Challenges
• Set Core Communication Goals
• Formulate Objectives and Implementing Actions
• Develop prototypes/mockups of key messages/communication products/audio-visual
material
• Develop clear and effective rules for approvals of publication of official
communications (appropriate for the type and channel of communications);
• Select and suggest appropriate media/communication channels to disseminate
messages
• Develop implementation plan for future
• Develop performance measures to assess and evaluate impact
b) Capacity Building of Existing PR Office of KWSB
This study will also include the proposal for capacity-building of existing public relation office in
KWSB with enhanced role, making it able to provide high level strategic communication support
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to KWSB in different aspects including execution of communication strategy, thought leadership
building, public affairs, media relations as well as dealing with issues and crisis management;
it’ll also include prescribed qualifications of staff required and certain software and hardware
needed to assist the department in discharging its duties in line of implementation of the
Communication Program framed under this study. This capacity-building plan will be covering:
• Proposed Institutional Structure of the Department/Section/Unit (PR)
• Appropriate hierarchy, new roles, responsibilities and capacities
• Physical resources required
c) Media-related Protocols and Guidelines
As part of Communication Program, the Consulting Firm would develop media related
protocols, guidelines and manuals including:
• Media Engagement Guidelines
• Media Information Kits
• Code of Ethics
• Risk and Crises Communication Protocols
• Brand Identity (name, metonym, tagline etc.) using guidelines and Manual
d) Prototypes/mockups design of communication material and campaigns in relation to
implementation of communication strategy
The consulting firm shall design prototypes/mockups/templates of communication tools,
audio/visual material, graphics, brand identity etc. in relation to the implementation of
communication strategy; the consulting firm would also prepare the audio/visual material
focusing on print, electronic, social/digital media, and implementation plan of various
activities outlined in the proposed communication strategy; this plan would also include
information dissemination through the social media, web and newsletters etc.
6. Design and Implementation of Improved Customer Relations Strategy and Tools,
including Training
a) Review Current Approach to Customer Relationship Management & Suggest
Improvements
KWSB currently lacks an integrated customers relation strategy as well as modern,
integrated software tools to respond efficiently to customer requests or complaints, and to
report on customer relations to management in a systematic, integrated manner.
The consultancy firm will review the strengths and weaknesses of the current approach to
receiving, processing and reporting on customer requests/complaints, identify gaps and
opportunities and design a more comprehensive, integrated approach going forward. This will
include clear proposals on how to integrate and improve existing software solutions (if possible),
or for suitable replacements that are realistic in light of KWSB’s current technical and financial
capacity. The consultancy will define service types (e.g. “complaint”, “request for connection”,
“new customer at address” etc.) along with realistic procedures to resolving them, and an
assessment of whether current software solutions are appropriate for facilitating this process (or
if not, which steps/software tools are needed and how the utility may proceed in the interim).
Service types to be processed by customer relations and the analysis shall explicitly include, but
not be limited to:
•
•
•
•

Billing and Payments
New Connections
Change of Ownership
Tankers Request/Booking
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•
•

Breakdown and Maintenance
Customer Complaints/Grievances

The firm is not expected to develop or procure software, but rather, to analyse the current
use of software by KWSB customer services and identify existing software options on the
market that can be adopted/customized in order to create a fully integrated, modern
customer services package that is technologically appropriate for KWSB. Full information on
licensing costs, expected customization costs and installation/training costs should be
provided. Different solutions should be systematically compared based on key
advantages/disadvantages.
It is of utmost importance that any such proposal is based on a thorough analysis of the
current systems and staff capacities in place. This is particularly so in case of the customer
complaints/grievances redressal systems, as KWSB presently uses at least four separate
customer management systems, which run in parallel, and are managed by different
departments (manual processing in log-books at town-level; the consumer facilitation and
complaints cell – CFC; the MSCL managed complaint system focused on water trucking;
and the Pakistan Citizen Portal).
In short, there are no clear institutional responsibilities for processing customer requests
and complaints, no utility-wide response-time standards, and no unified, comprehensive
request or complaints database. Large parts of KWSB’s customer relations procedures
remain entirely manual, and even software tools in use have limited reporting functions.
There is thus no systematic, reliable monitoring of received and resolved reuqests and
complaints at present. KWSB operational staff are confronted with multiple systems that
make competing (and sometimes duplicative) demands on them which complicates
prioritizing and tracking request and complaint resolution in a timely manner. Similarly,
upper management has no straightforward way to review and analyze aggregate complaint
statistics in a comprehensive manner to identify and resolve problems and bottlenecks.
In summary, this consultancy is to suggest a concrete technical and organizational way forward
towards a more efficient, integrated customer management – in particular with respect to the
system to process customer requests and complaints. A first step will be to clearly describe the
current systems, their strengths, weaknesses and reporting hierarchies, and opportunities to
update/integrate/modernize these systems. The final output should explicitly discuss multiple
options and compare these according to well-defined criteria (e.g. cost; ease of use; ability of
existing systems to transition/be integrated etc.). Pending procurement and implementation of
new tools, the consultancy is also expected to suggest and support the implementation of
concrete steps to improve the situation in the interim (e.g. better coordination between
different existing complaint management systems to enable systematic, comprehensive
reporting – see details below).
b) Customer Services Communication
The customer experience and public image of KWSB are linked. Therefore, the management of
image and corporate communication is an indispensable part of customer services. The
Consultant Firm will design templates/mockups of Customer Services Communication products
as part of overall Communication Program as described above, that’ll be, but not limited to:
• Info about services available at CSCs (Services Package)
• Printed material leaflets/brochures/forms etc.
• Promotional videos of each service line
• Advance notifications of Interruptions in Services (through all integrated
media/networks)
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•

New Services /Announcements

c) Customer Services Integration with other Departments/Systems
Following will be the main departments of KWSB which will be operating in conjunction with
each other to provide best customer services during the day:
• Operations & Maintenance
• New Connections
• Recovery & Billing
• Finance & Revenue
• Administration
• Information Technology
• Call Centre
• Communication
The Consulting Firm will devise a workflow mechanism and services delivery plan creating
an interface of all above departments/systems with customer services at CSCs and virtually.
This will include clear roles, responsibilities and procedures to deal with customers
expeditiously; M&E indicators to assess performance of all departments at CSCs should
also be included. Proposals for improvements in customer service software solutions should
take into account this analysis of how to interface between departments; any interim
solutions should be designed to prepare more
d) Capacity-building of Existing Complaint Cell
Currently, a web-based as well as physical KWSB’s Complaint Cell is available for citizens,
at Karachi Main Office, to lodge their complaints, which needs to be upgraded to expedite
the process of grievance resolution and better complaint-handling (see above). The
Consulting Firm will suggest capacity-building measures as well as procedures for receiving,
recording, handling and timely resolution of complaints until a new integrated system as
proposed by the firm can be put in place; in particular, the firm should develop an approach
to integrating all complaints from the various current systems (see above) into one regular
aggregate report to management, including standardized complaint categories and
proposed, realistic turnaround times. The firm should also work with KWSB to propose
stipulated turn-around times for major complaint categories.
The KWSSIP Project’s social management framework has proposed a multi-tier projectspecific GRM for the project in line with the World Bank requirements, which will be
implemented by the Social Development Specialist of PIU to voice complaints or concerns
about the project related issues (as compared to general complaints about daily operations
e.g. billing). Project specific complaints will also be received at the customer centers. It is of
utmost importance that CSC are able to route project-specific complaints appropriately (e.g.
to the affected contractor and/or the project PIU). The GRM Framework will be a guiding
document while planning, designing and integrating Complaints Cell in the Customers
Services Centers.
7. Development of Training Material and Staff Training
a) Training Need Analysis
The Consulting firm will conduct training needs assessment of KWSB’s staff responsible to
execute communication program and customer relations strategy ensuring that the training
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goals are aligned with the objectives of the study as well as to prepare training material and
organize training workshops, taking into account needs of the planned new customer service
centers.
b) Training Material/Operation Manuals
As part of this study, the Consulting Firm will prepare training material/modules, protocols,
operation manuals covering all aspects of the:
• Communication Program
• Customer Relations Strategy
c) Training Workshops
Alongside study, the Consulting Firm shall organize training workshops, information meetings
and capacity-building events formally and informally on all the material produced under this
study in order to implement, practice and measure the results of proposed interventions.
8. Workshop /Presentation on Final Report and Implementation Plan (Final)
The consulting firm shall present Final Report, and prepare Implementation Plan that would be
presented in Final Workshop; KWSB, WB and other concerned stakeholders would be invited for
deliberation. The Consulting Firm would be required to modify the Implementation Plan, if
necessary, after the inputs received in the workshop, and the Final Implementation Plan will include
clear actions against goals and objectives devised in the strategies (Part-A and Part-B).
9. Measurement and Impact Assessment
The Consulting Firm will devise a mechanism to measure impact/outcomes of various actions
proposed in communication program and customer relations strategy by applying different
methodologies and protocols against certain benchmarking. These measures and mechanism will
be:
• Performance Assessment System using systematic analytics, data and statistics
produced by CSCs
• Benchmarking for communication and customer services using certain KPIs (e.g. Image
building, perception, behavior change, responsiveness, customer-satisfaction,
efficiency, services Improvement, transparency etc.)
F. TEAM COMPOSITION
The Consulting Firm shall make available two teams for the Part-A and Part-B comprising of
the following positions/competencies:
Team Leader: is the Project Manager with overall reporting responsibility to the PD-KWSSIP. The
Team Leader will be the point of contact/liaison of Consulting Firm and will be responsible for
providing updates on the project’s progress. The incumbent must possess Master’s Degree in
Communication or relevant discipline from any nationally or internationally recognized university
with working experience of not less than 15 years. The incumbent shall work in close liaison with
the Communication Specialist of the PIU of KWSSIP. The Team leader will be assigned with
coordinating the activities of the Communication Team (Part A) as well as the Customer Care
Team (Part B) and respective coordinators.
Team Coordinators (Part A and B)– At least BS level education in the field of Humanities /
Business Management from reputable university of Pakistan or abroad would be required for
these positions with no less than five years’ experience of coordinating similar projects for large
private or public institutions or firms (i.e. developing communication programs and reviewing
and improving customer relations/services). Prior exposure to the water sector is an advantage
but not required. The person/s will be responsible to provide administrative and logistic support
to both teams in order to complete their assigned duties.
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Part-A:
Communication Specialist: will provide technical expertise to the project team. This person
will play a key role in assessing the existing communication infrastructure of KWSB and
proposing the way forward towards making the future Communication Program both for the
project and the department. He/She should be a Masters Degree holder in Mass
Communication with at least 10 years’ experience of preparing communication strategies and
guidelines for public sector institutions and media engagement policies would be essential.
Communications Design Specialist: At least BS level education in the field of
Communication/ Media/Graphic Designing with not less than five years’ experience in the
relevant field. He/She should be assisting the Communication Specialist in the design and
delivery of prototypes, communication products, and design IEC material suggested in the
study.
Knowledge Management Officer: At least BS level education in Journalism / Mass
Communication with five years’ experience of working with any recognized media based
organization preferably with print and electronic media. The person will assist the
communication team with formative research, analysis and studies to design well-thought
communication strategy, products and campaigns.
Part-B:
Customer Relations Specialist: will provide technical expertise to the project team. This
person would interact with the staff and officers of KWSB including the PIU staff to devise a
strategy for the operation of Customer Service Centers to be established under KWSSIP. The
expert must possess a Masters Degree in the relevant field with concrete experience of at least
10 years of working in customer services for a large private or public enterprise, preferable a
utility and a proven track-record of successful performance in the customer relations/customer
services field.
IT / CRM Training Specialist: At least Masters level qualification from any reputable institution
in Business Administration from Pakistan or abroad with not less than five years training
experience under a similar arrangement as that of Customer Service Centers or Complaint
Management environment. The expert must have prior practical experience in working with
modern IT solutions in customer management and complaint processing.
Knowledge Management Officer: At least BS level education in Business/ Human Resource
Management with five years’ experience to assess the current state of the industry, existing
professional practices and environment so as to make appropriate recommendations to the
team to ensure successful completion of the assignment.
G. DELIVERABLES, TIMEFRAME AND REPORTS
The Consulting Firm is expected to provide following deliverables within given schedule:
1. Specific Deliverables
Consulting firm will make all these deliverables part of its final report.
a) Design and Implementation of Communication Program
i.
Stakeholders analysis done
ii.
Communication Strategy submitted
iii.
PR Office Restructuring Proposal Completed
iv.
Media Protocols including Crises Communication Finalized
v.
Training Material on Media Protocols Developed
vi.
A timeline/schedule of Training Sessions Submitted and Training Sessions Organized
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vii.
Prototypes/mockups of brand Identity and communication material designed
viii.
Implementation Plan finalized and presented in Final Workshop
b) Customer Relations Strategy and Training
i.
Customer Relations Strategy Developed and Submitted, incl. strengthweaknesses-opportunities-threats analysis of current processes and proposed
improvements, incl. software options/improvements, as needed;
ii.
Procedures /Operation Manual developed
iii.
Training Material on customer relations management developed Training
Sessions on customer relations management organized Performance
Assessment System against certain KPIs designed

2. Other Deliverables (Reports) and Timeframe
#

DELIVERABLE

TIMELINE

Inception Report:
1

An Inception Report outlining the schedule, logistics and
methodology for conducting the assignment inclusive of a
detailed work plan.

1 Month from start date
of Assignment

Interim Report:
2

An Interim report comprising situation overview, basic findings
and SWOT analysis as well as available technology options to be
submitted

After 3 weeks of
Inception Report

3

1st Workshop/Presentation:
Workshop to the KWSB’s and WB team on the proposed
package of changes and sharing primary analysis, findings and
way forward to keep aligned the study with desired objectives. 4th Month from start date
Stakeholders’ input and deliberation will contribute to complete
the study as per scope of work augmenting KWSSIP’s reforms
agenda within KWSB. This will require to present in PPT format.

4

1st Quarterly Report:
1st Quarterly Progress Report after acceptance of
5th Month from start date
recommendation from the preliminary analysis and 1st
Workshop.
KWSSIP / World Bank’s Review
2nd Quarterly Report:

5

2nd Quarterly Progress Report after KWSSIP/WB Review and
inputs to be submitted.

8th Month from start date
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#

DELIVERABLE

TIMELINE

KWSSIP / World Bank’s Review

6

1st Draft Final Report:
Incorporating all agreed deliverables, 1st Draft Report to be 10th month from start date
submitted to KWSSIP.
KWSSIP / World Bank’s Review

7

Final Report:*
Final Report to be submitted on the format given below.*

11th month from Start
date

Final Workshop /Presentation:
8

A final workshop/Presentation detailing the Consulting Firm’s Final
Report and concluding analysis pertaining to Communication
Program and Customer Relations Strategy, Proposed
Technology Options as well as Implementation, Training and
M&E Plan.

12th month from Start
date

3. Reporting Formats
1. *Final Report Format:
Final Report to be submitted on the format given below, but not limited to this:
o Executive Summery
o Why Communication Program and Customer Relations Strategy?
o Theoretical Study and Literature Review
o Stakeholders Review and Examination
o Situation Analysis
o Technology Trends and Options in Communication and Customer Relations
o Part-A: Communication Program
▪ Strategic Framework (Goals, Objectives, Actions etc.)
▪ Message Development and Campaigns
▪ Implementation Framework and Plan
▪ Analytics and Impact Measurement
▪ PR Office Restructuring Plan
▪ Media Protocols including Crises Communication etc.
▪ Training Material on Media Protocols and Training Plan
▪ Prototype of Branding and IEC Material and Guidelines
o Part-B: Customer Relations Strategy
▪ Customer Relationship Management Framework
▪ SWOT Analysis of current Customer Services Approach
▪ Systematic comparison of suitable future customer service tools/software;
▪ Customer Services Communication
▪ Customer Services Integration with Other Departments
▪ Operation / Procedures Training Material and Training Plan
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o

▪ Improvement Plan for current Complaint Management Cell/GRM
Performance Assessment System /KPIsAnnexures

2. Monthly Progress Report: All activities undertaken during the month explaining research
work, external meeting, studies, outputs and next month’s schedule to be submitted and
discussed with PD/KWSSIP’s PIU Team.
3. All Reports are to be submitted as follows:
o Original and THREE (3) copies to KWSSIP and ONE copy to the World Bank Team
o Original and FIVE (5) copies of each Training Material/Manuals/Guidelines produced
under this study (other than participants of trainings/info meetings)
o In addition to the above, reports shall be provided in an agreed editable electronic
format (preferably using the Microsoft Suite of software).

H. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND REPORTING
The Consulting Firm will work under overall supervision and guidance of Project Director
KWSSIP, and will submit Monthly Progress Report on standard format delineating all the
activities undertaken during a month with the outcome and the way forward. For day-to-day
matters and/or any other input, the Consulting Firm will keep close liaison with Communication
Specialist based at KWSSIP’s PIU.
I. DURATION OF THE ASSIGNMENT
The Consulting Firm will undertake this assignment within Twelve (12) months.

J. GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE CONSULTING FIRM
Applicant firm/s must be:
1. Incorporated under Companies Ordinance 1984 (now Companies Act 2017) by SECP,
Company/ Firm registration certificate, authority letter in case of Branch
2. Having complete postal address, telephone, fax, National Tax Number, SRB Tax
Number.
3. Bank Account in Scheduled Bank /Last six months bank statement
4. Registered with FBR, SRB for tax purposes and having valid tax registration certificates
5. Must be member of the relevant professional bodies/associations (APNS, PBA, PAA,
PRSP etc.) having valid membership certificates
6. Never been blacklisted by any media outlet/professional body/association
7. Proven track record, having experience of similar work, list of existing clients/previous
projects under taken in public and private sector mentioning:
o Name of the Project/Assignment
o Name and address of the Client
o Value of the contract
o Start and Completion Date
8. A sample of previous work including media campaign, print/electronic media, audio/
video production, Documentary, Outdoor, Event Management and other related services
9. List of Customer Services Centers developed, launched and run by renowned client
organizations in public or private sector
10. Any other information
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(Annex-4)
Terms of Reference (TORs) for a Consultancy Firm
(Study on Revenue Improvement and Tariff
Rationalization)
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(Annex-4)

Terms of Reference (TORs) for a Consultancy Firm
(Study on Revenue Improvement and Tariff Rationalization)
Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project

INTRODUCTION:
Karachi is the Pakistan’s largest city, main seaport and international trade hub having a unique
Demography, struggling with numerous governance challenges. One of the major challenges is
Karachi’s water supply and sewerage services, falling far short of the city’s expanding needs.
To develop present and future needs of water supply and sewerage services for Karachi and to
transform the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KW&SB) into a financially viable and
technically well performing water utility that ensures clean, safe drinking water and sewerage
services to general public, the Government of Sindh (GoS) and KW&SB have made a
partnership with the World Bank Group and Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) in
planning & developing of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project
(KWSSIP). The KWSSIP estimated to have an indicative cost of USD 1.6 billion to finance a
Reform Led Investment Program in 4 Phases is aimed to be implemented in a span of 12
years. The Phase 1 of KWSSIP has an investment portfolio of USD 100 million. Its
implementation is being undertaken by GoS/KW&SB commencing with a number of
procurements likely to take place within a short period of time.
KWSSIP has been developed after detailed discussion among all stakeholders in Karachi with
World Bank consultants/ experts and aims to bring the targeted Institutional and Governance
reforms in KW&SB along with a massive strategic investment for the improvement of water &
sewerage infrastructure in Karachi.
Following are the three project components of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Services
Improvement Project (KWSSIP):
Component 1: Reform in Karachi Water and Sewerage Board
To build capacity and raise the operational performance of KW&SB, as well as to prepare and
implement an enabling environment, this component will support an array of measures
including:
• Revenue Improvement and Customer Care
• Non-Revenue Water (NRW)
• Institutional Reforms and Human Resources.
• Social Sector Policy and Katchi Abadi Program.
• Other Capacity Building Priorities
Component 2: Securing Sustainable Water Supply & Sewerage (Infrastructure
Investments)
The infrastructure interventions of the Phase-I KWSSIP will be selected during implementation
according to criteria that will ensure compliance with project objectives and relevant policies,
while retaining flexibility to align investments dynamically with the evolving reform agenda with
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the overall aim to reinforce the impact of capacity building and institutional reforms. The priority
areas in which specific investment will be selected include:
• Water Network Rehabilitation;
• Sewer Network Rehabilitation;
• Rehabilitation and Improvement of Safe Water Supply in Informal Settlements;
• Improve Energy Efficiency; and
• Procurement of Suction & Jetting Machines.
Component 3: Project Management & Studies
This component will support the costs of managing the project and preparing subsequent water
supply and wastewater management interventions in the urban area of Karachi. This will
include direct project management costs and the studies in the following areas:
• Feasibility and Tender Documents for SOP-1 and proposed future projects;
• Updating of KWSB’s Master Plan;
• Preparing specific Safeguards Documents;
• Energy Audit;
• Review of PPP Options; and
• Ground Water Protection Assessment.
BACKGROUND OF THE CONSULTANCY:
The monthly revenues of KW&SB are probably the highest in Pakistan among water utilities.
However, there are many flaws in the system that leads to fail the department in meeting the
required monthly operational expenditure. GoS pays the bill of KE amounting to 55 PKR monthly
while the KW&SB takes care of the entire salary plus pension with some basic expenditures
including contingencies. There is always shortage of funds for the regular repair and maintenance
of the systems as a result of that the GoS is continually requested to allocate and release
necessary funds from Annual Development Program.
At Present, KW&SB mainly rely on the Bulk Customer Receipts that come every month with an
additional revenue from the Retail Customer Base.
Bulk Customer comprises of all who are connected with the Bulk Water Supply System and Trunk
mains equivalent or larger than 18-inch diameter. They are mostly Industrial and Large Customers
belonging to autonomous entities of Karachi like, Port Qasim Authority, Military Cantonments,
Karachi Port Trust, privately managed large housing Societies connected with Trunk mains and
other Federal or Provincial Government departments. Bulk Customers are billed on volumetric
basis whereas water supply is quantified through meters.
The Retail Customers covers the domestic individual units with small commercial entities. They are
billed on covered area basis; hence their billing is significantly less than those Bulk Customers. The
Exercise of Tariff Rationalization under these ToRs will specifically focus on this area. KW&SB
under KWSSIP’s long term objectives, intends to bring all the Retail Customers on volumetric billing
by installing meters. Presently the Retail database need immediate updating for which a component
of survey has been secured in these ToRs along with suggestions to improve billing and collection
efficiency of KW&SB.
This is the reason Revenue enhancement, comprising of a set of particular tasks, is an essential
part of the Reform Package for KW&SB under the KWSSIP. In that context, this Terms of
Reference is designed for KW&SB to acquire the services of an expert consultancy firm (variously
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referred to below as the “Consulting firm”, the “consultancy” or the “consultant”) to carry out the
study described in this TOR and to propose practical solutions for the overall improvement of
revenues to enable the KW&SB to become financially viable--at least to the extent of generating its
operational and maintenance cost in the first phase of the Project, or at maximum up to the medium
term targeted dates described in the CoC (Commitment of Cooperation) document.
OBJECTIVES:
For this purpose, KW&SB seek services of a Consulting firm to carry out the tasks assigned under
these ToRs to achieve the following objectives. The overall objective of the assignment has been
classified into three parts given below:

A. Customer identification survey
B. Improvement in Billing and Recovery System
C. Tariff Rationalization
A. Customer Identification survey
It is peculiar with Karachi as a mega city of the world that it has no Master Plan, hence the
expansion of city is mushroomed and uncontrolled. The city is incessantly expanding
horizontally as well as vertically. Due to the lack of coordination between civic agencies, there
is no check on the change of nature of land used, and actions are typically taken by one entity
in isolation to the advice and input of other agencies (especially the service providing utilities).
As a result, Karachi remains subject to unplanned growth in and around its inhabited areas
which is keeping the landscape all time changing. Residential areas are being converted to
commercial areas and commercial areas often become to industrial areas. One-unit houses are
being converted into commercial multi storied buildings. This uncontrolled urban landscape is
impacting the water and sewerage network and KW&SB has been striving to cope up and fulfill
its service obligations. In addition, the revenue database of KW&SB is frequently out of date
due to the ever-changing land use and KW&SB finds itself inadequate to generate required
finances to run the day to day affairs of the utility.
Therefore, a customer identification survey will be undertaken that would not only assist the
KW&SB in increasing its revenue database, but will also support the consulting firm in framing
recommendations for billing and recovery improvement as well as the rationalization of the
water and sewer tariff, which are essential parts of these ToRs.
The survey will not be conducted in the entire city. Instead, targeted areas will be selected for
surveying and where change of land use has been extensive. Selected areas will correspond to
the recommendations of the Revenue Department, KW&SB and within the available allocated
resources under this study. Surveying of other areas will either be left for the KW&SB to
complete on the methodology adopted under this study, or incorporated in the SOP 2 by itself in
the same manner as of SOP 1.
B. Improvement in Billing and Recovery System
Improvement in the billing and the recovery system has been the most sought-after area of
emphasis in KW&SB for many recent years. Though the utility is self-sufficient in generating
revenues to cater her basic expenditure (comprising of salaries, contingencies, and essential
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expenses), an amount of around 550 Million PKR is paid by Government of Sindh Province
(GoS) to Karachi Electric cover KW&SB’s energy bills for installations, offices and staff
colonies. As a result of insufficient revenues, KW&SB is always handicapped in allocating right
amount of money for the repair and maintenance of assets, hence service delivery is often
compromised. In short, the sustainability of development that depends mainly on the regular
revenues and earnings of an organization is always a serious concern for the management as
well as the GoS because of less revenue generation. This gives rise to the need of increased
revenues that is only possible by working in all the related sectors simultaneously. This is the
second part of this assignment that targets the improvement in billing and revenue recovery of
KW&SB.
The objective of this assignment is to achieve tangible improvements in billing system so that
no water consumer in Karachi is left unbilled in the monthly billing cycle. In addition, customer
bills should be correct and consistent with the Notified Tariff. Customers must also have easy
bill payment methodologies based on modern technologies and the possibility of incentives
extended to good paymasters.
The revenue recovery system must be dispute resolving oriented. The customers complaints
must have a mechanism to resolve as quickly as possible in order to materialize the recovery
within the month of billing after the dispute is resolved. The Consulting firm should propose a
mechanism to recover long standing dues against customers--especially the reconciled
receivables from the industry and government sector consumers.
The Consulting firm is required to propose certain concrete and practical steps to bring about
sustainable improvements in the system of billing and recovery. An important objective of this
part of the work is that KW&SB is able to pay its energy bill by the target time laid down in the
Commitment of Cooperation Documents signed between the GoS and the Bank.
C. Tariff Rationalization
The tariff structure has never been properly worked out historically in KW&SB. Initially there was a
water charge only when KW&SB was established (after having merged Water Supply and
Sewerage departments from Karachi Development Authority (KDA)and Karachi Municipal
Corporation (KMC)). In 1991, Sewerage and Conservancy Charges under the title of Conservancy
Charges were levied at the rate of 50% of water charges on every water consumer. This created a
problem with customers who were not actually connected with the sewerage system or not using
the Conservancy Services of KMC. As a result of continued objections by the large customers and
subsequent litigations KW&SB, in 2009, had to merge the water &sewerage charges in one bill and
the Conservancy Charges levy was stopped and returned to KMC.
KW&SB has never endeavoured to rationalize the tariff structure following international best
practices. The current flat tariff for housing units and commercial / industrial customers has
prevailed since the inception of KW&SB and there is little, or no, relationship between the tariff and
the cost of providing water and sewer services. KW&SB with its present revenue infrastructure and
policies is managing the salaries of 11,500 employees with retired employees’ pension, necessary
contingencies and some urgent maintenance expenditure. However, the KW&SB is facing
hardships with regards to service oriented expenditure for the maintenance of billion rupees assets
and day-to-day operations that eventually results in poor service delivery which, in turn, makes the
citizens / consumers unwilling to pay KW&SB bills.
In this sense, the objective of the assignment is,
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•

To propose a new tariff structure that would meet the principles of equity, efficiency,
Opex cost recovery, simplification, easy execution, affordability for the poor, and
economic development (see definitions below); and

•

To provide explicit guidance to the KW&SB on the necessary steps to implement and
update the proposed rate structure.

SCOPE OF SERVICES:
A. Customer Identification survey

1. Residential customer survey and database assessment
•

The consultancy will choose few neighbourhoods, in consultation with the KWSB
and the Bank team, that well represent a typical neighbourhood in Karachi and is
served by KWSB. Ideally, the chosen neighbourhood(s), or the study area (s),
would have at least 5,000 households residing each with associated commercial
sectors, The study area (s) will be clearly demarcated on a map.

•

The consultancy will mobilize a group of about 45surveyors who would collect
data. The consultancy will assign sub-areas of the chosen neighbourhood(s) to
each surveyor. Using a plot map and associated data (for example, on plot size),
each surveyor will visit the assigned sub-area and conduct following tasks for
each plot: (i) take a picture of the building structure; (ii) record address and GPS
location, plot size building type (residential/flat/office/shop/other), and number of
stories; (iii) interview a resident, when available, asking whether they receive
water bills from KWSB or not and if so how often.

•

The consultancy will design the data input form, train the surveyors, and provide
clear instructions and guidance on how to compile and digitize the data on a
designated data recording device such as a tablet, in order to ensure their
integrity, accuracy, and compatibility with the existing KWSB system.

•

The consultancy will clean and collate the data collected by the surveyors and
construct a retail customer database for the study area. The consultancy will
work with KWSB staff to ensure that the database is compatible and easily
transferrable to the KWSB’s existing billing and collection system.

•

The consultancy will ground check the accuracy of the surveyors’ observations
by randomly checking the survey results for 100 residences in the sample set.

•

Using the KWSB’s current customer database, KWSB will carry out the
necessary IT functions to extract the entire residential customer data in the study
area from its existing customer base. The consultancy will then: (i) analyze and
compare the survey results to the existing customer database for the study area;
(ii) calculate the revenues KWSB could receive from the study area if its
customer database is up to date; (iii) to the extent possible extrapolate the
potential revenue increase the KWSB could realize by updating the customer
database for the KWSB’s entire service area; and (iv) summarize the bill delivery
findings from the customer survey.
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•

The consultancy will prepare a presentation with key findings, including: (i) the
extent of discrepancies between the two databases in terms of the number of
plots (i.e. customers), plot size, building type, the number of stories, and bill
delivery; (ii) the difference between the actual revenues received by the KWSB
from the study area customers and the revenue potential revealed by the
customer data base built under the survey exercise; and (iii) implications for
potential revenue increase for the entire KWSB service area, to the extent it is
quantifiable .

2. Commercial / bulk customers survey and database assessment
•

The consultancy will work with the KWSB to define and identify its bulk /
Industrial customers and rank them by water usage

•

The consultancy will identify a suitable sample of commercial/bulk/ Industrial
customers, in consultation with the KWSB and the Bank team, for surveying.
The consultancy will mobilize a group of trained surveyors, who would collect
data starting from the Customers with good water supply position. Each surveyor
will visit the bulk customers assigned to him or her and collect the following data
for each bulk customer: name, address, meter ID number (if metered), photo(s)
of the meter reading with GPS location(s) of the meter(s), pipe size at the
metering points, whether the meter(s) is/are running or not, and whether the
meter(s) is/are AMI or not. If a meter is not functional, the consultant will notify
the KWSB.

•

Carry out assessment of the existing KW&SB bulk customer database and
identify significant gaps/improvement it requires and, in consultation with
KW&SB, recommend a revised design.

•

Using the agreed revised design of the bulk customer database, populate
database using results from the surveyors’ work. For this purpose, update data
input form, train the surveyors, and provide clear instructions and guidance on
how to compile and digitize the data on a designated data recording device such
as a tablet, in order to ensure their integrity, accuracy, and compatibility with the
existing KWSB system.

•

To the extent data is being collected, the Consultant firm will work with KW&SB
management to clean and collate the data and construct a new master bulk
customer database. The consultancy will work with KWSB staff to ensure that
the database is compatible and easily transferrable to the KWSB’s existing
billing and collection system.

•

The consultancy will ground check the accuracy of the surveyors’ observations
by checking and certifying the survey results in at least 200 spots by
independently recruited staff.

•

The consultancy will present all its findings and recommendations in at least one
half-day workshop, organized around the draft final report in the form of a
comprehensive presentation. The KWSB will provide a venue for the workshop,
and the consultancy will provide print-outs and refreshments.

B. Improvement in Billing and Recovery System
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The Revenue Assessment will list the various own source revenues (OSR) of KW&SB
(including water connection charges, tariff structure, other charges, asset sales, new projects
such as bottled water, real estate development etc.) and transfers from the Provincial and
Federal Government and the systems and practices for OSR collection including any legal
and/or policy level impediments. The findings and recommendations will be included in a draft
Revenue Assessment Report that will be discussed with KW&SB prior to finalization.
Component 1: Proposal for bill delivery enhancement
•

The consultancy will document how KWSB bills are currently being delivered to residential
and bulk customers by interviewing KWSB staff and shadowing staff members in charge of
bill delivery. From a retail customer survey that will have been conducted, the consultant will
estimate the actual percentage of retail bills delivered compared to the total number of bills
printed. The consultant will identify any issue in the current billing delivery practices for retail
and bulk customers.

•

The consultant will compare KWSB’s billing system with other billing systems used in
Karachi and Pakistan such as other water utilities, K-Electric, gas suppliers etc.

•

The consultant will gather data on customers’ preference as to how KWSB bills are
delivered. This will be done through: (i) organizing at least 10 focus groups for retail
customers; and (ii) interviewing at least 100 bulk customers.

•

Based on the consultant’s observation of current practices, analysis on customers’
preference, and market research, the consultant will prepare a proposal for bill delivery
enhancement in a PowerPoint presentation. The proposal will examine different options for
retail and bulk bill delivery, including physical delivery through staff, outsourcing, or the
postal system and digital delivery through email and mobile phone. The proposal will also
describe at least three other megacities’ methodology for bill delivery. The proposal will then
evaluate the pros and cons of delivery options based on effectiveness and efficiency in
Karachi’s context and make final recommendations for each customer category.
Component 2: Proposal for improving customers’ bill payment experience

•

The consultant will document how KWSB bills are currently paid by retail and bulk
customers by interviewing KWSB staff and examining the flow of revenue funds and how
the revenues are recorded in the KWSB’s books. The consultant will list bill payment
options currently available for retail and bulk customers and identify any issue customers
face when they pay KWSB bills.

•

The consultant will compare KWSB’s bill payment system with other bill payment systems
used in Karachi and Pakistan such as other water utilities, K-Electric, gas suppliers etc.

•

The consultant will gather data on customers’ preference as to how KWSB bills are paid.
This will be done through: (i) organizing at least 10 focus groups for retail customers; and
(ii) interviewing at least 100 bulk customers.

•

Based on the consultant’s observation of current practices, analysis on customers’
preference, and market research, the consultant will prepare a proposal for improving
customers’ bill payment experience in a PowerPoint presentation. The proposal will
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examine different options for retail and bulk bill payment, including physical payment by
cash, debit card, and credit card through banks, mail, and KWSB customer service centers
(to be constructed), and digital payment by funds transfer, debit card, and credit card
through KWSB website, online banking, and mobile phone. The proposal will also describe
at least three other megacities’ methodology for bill payment. The proposal will then
evaluate the pros and cons of these payment options based on effectiveness and efficiency
in Karachi’s context and make final recommendations for each customer category.
Component 3: Proposal for unpaid bill collection improvement
•

The consultant will research and clarify the KWSB’s policy on unpaid retail and bulk bills,
including actions to be taken by KWSB according to days-past-due (DPD). The consultant
will evaluate whether the policy is adequate and sufficient. A separate analysis and
recommendations (that may include turning these past due accounts over to a private
sector collection agency) will be done for past due bills that exceed 1.5 years. Also the
consultants will look into formulating a policy or SOP for the regularization of illegally taken
water connections and to adopt measures to check this practice in the future by placing
direct responsibilities on the relevant officers with a mechanism of feedback and reporting at
frequent intervals.

•

The consultant will compare KWSB’s unpaid bill collection system with other unpaid bill
collection systems used in Karachi and Pakistan such as other water utilities, K-Electric, gas
suppliers etc.

•

The consultants will also look into the nature of accumulated arrears against consumers of
Bulk and Retail and device a procedure to strike out the non-receivables from the
mainframe record suggest necessary checks to avoid this happening in the future.

•

The consultant will document how unpaid bills are currently being managed, tracked, and
handled by interviewing KWSB staff and observing workflow. The consultant will analyze
the gaps between the current policy and practices and identify reasons behind the
discrepancies.

•

Based on the consultant’s research on the KWSB’s policy, observation of current practices,
and market research, the consultant will prepare a proposal for improving unpaid retail and
bulk bill collection in a PowerPoint presentation. The proposal will: (i) discuss the key
findings on the KWSB’s unpaid bill collection policy and practices for retail and bulk
customers; and (ii) recommend revisions to be made to the unpaid bill collection policy and
implementation support required for the KWSB to carry out the revised unpaid bill collection
policy. After KWSB and the consultant have agreed about the revision of the unpaid bill
policy, the consultant shall prepare all documents required for KWSB to get the new policy
approved.
A. Tariff Rationalization

A. Reviewing existing water market:
•

The Consultant firm will carry out a study on Karachi’s water market to understand
customer trends, consumption patterns, and price paid for different vending options.
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•

To the extent data / information is available on public domain, compare dynamics of
Karachi market and pricing with comparable cities within country and regional
comparable cities.

•

The study will ultimately give an insight into estimating the current willingness to pay for
potable water of Karachi residents and provide a basis for tariff restructuring.

B. Calculating the breakeven unit price (PKR per 1000 gallon) for the water supply system by
customer category:
•

The Consultant will compare the total OPEX cost of running the system and the amount of
water supply to calculate the breakeven unit price for the system as a whole.

•

The Consultant will calculate the breakeven unit prices by customer category. There are
numerous customer categories under the current tariff structure. The Consultant is expected
to calculate the breakeven prices at least: (i) for the retail and bulk customer categories; (ii)
under the retail customer category, for residential, commercial, and industrial (by grouping
various sub-categories as appropriate to be agreed with KW&SB at the planning stage of
assignment); and (iii) under the bulk customer category, for residential, commercial, and
industrial.

C. Comparing the breakeven unit prices for the water supply system and the current tariff being
charged by customer category:
•

The Consultant will compare the breakeven unit prices calculated above to the current tariffs
being imposed to respective customer categories. This will reveal the need for tariff
rationalization and give a sense how much upside potential there will be when tariff
restructuring is carried out. For some customer categories, the current unit prices will have
to be calculated, as their current tariffs are not based on water usage.

D. Calculating the breakeven unit price (PKR per 1000 gallon) for the sewer system as a whole:
•

The sewer system is being constructed or rehabilitated. The Consultant will estimate the total
OPEX cost of running the system (including at least the whole sewer network, TP1, and TP3)
and the amount of raw sewage to be collected to calculate the breakeven unit price for the
system as a whole.

E. Proposing a new tariff structure for water and sewer:
•

Based on the findings above, the Consultant firm will offer a few options for the new tariff
structure, both for water supply and sewer. In doing so, the consultant will consider, inter
alia, the following principles:
o

Opex cost recovery. The new tariff structure should ensure Open cost recovery of
the whole system. Some cross-subsidization between customer classes may be
allowed when clear rationale is provided, such as providing water and sewage
services to the poor.

o

Beyond Open cost recovery. The consultant will also prepare a plan for the future
tariff of KW&SB that is designed to recover the development cost, debt service and
depreciation. Three scenarios should be prepared so that these costs are covered in
a period of i)10 years; ii) 15 years; or iii) 20 years.

o

Simplification. The new tariff structure should revise, consolidate, or even revamp
the current customer categories that are overly complicated and numerous.
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o

Easy execution. The new tariff structure should be easy to apply on the ground,
using technologies that are available now or could be adopted in the near future.

o

Affordability for the poor. The new tariff structure should be “pro-poor” in its design
and ensure that the poor households can easily afford an adequate amount of water
per day, e.g., 80 liter/capita/day. Different options to protect the poor, including
increasing block tariffs (IBT) and reverse tariffs (i.e. rebates), should be considered
in both Water and Sewerage Charges.

o

Economic development. The new tariff structure should consider promoting economic
development, for example through a special tariff for Economic Development Zones
(EDZ).

o

Moving from non-volumetric to volumetric tariffs: The new tariff structures should be
developed for both, non-volumetric and volumetric tariffs, which will coexist for a while
KWSB is moving towards universal volumetric tariffs.

•

The Consultant will compare the options by assessing each against the principles laid out
above.

•

The Consultant will propose a recommended option and provide a clear rationale.

F. Proposing a procedure to revise tariffs:
•

The Consultant will propose a standard operating procedure for raising tariffs. This will
likely include recommendations for development of a long-range tariff policy to be approved
by the KW&SB Board, relevant department responsibility for preparing regular tariff
revisions and organizational and procedural examples on this topic from other world class
utilities.

G. Propose objective steps for tariff structure transition
•

The Consultant will lay out steps the KW&SB will have to take transition from the current
tariff structure for water to the new one to be proposed for water and sewer. Important part
of this would be the communications strategy to inform and educate stakeholders,
especially of the sewer tariff to be newly introduced.

•

The Consultant will assist the KW&SB in presenting the new tariff structure and the related
procedures for revising tariffs to its Board of Directors for their approval, as needed.

METHODOLOGY:
In carrying out the tasks under these ToRs, it is important that the Consultant has a clear
understanding of the water sector policy objectives of the Government of Pakistan (GoP) and
GoS, expectations from other stakeholders, the challenges and opportunities in the water
sector based on political economy of Karachi, and investments that are being made or planned
in the medium term by the KW&SB. In this sense, the Consultant will review carefully the
legislation, policies, regulations, and other documents, including but not limited to below, related to
tariff setting:
• The KW&SB Act, 1996 and the subsequent amendments;
• The guidelines and service provision standards issued by the Water Service Regulatory
Board;
• The tariff history at the KW&SB, including notifications issued in the past;
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•
•
•

The conversion of NARV to Flat Rates based on covered area basis and their implications;
The governance structure of the KW&SB and the newly proposed organizational structure
under the World Bank guidelines, as it impacts the future tariff setting;
A list of capital investments and major projects that are being implemented or planned with
support from the GoP, GoS, WB, and other development partners (including planned
domestic meter installation in certain Katchi Abadis and areas subject to district meter area
(DMA); and

The review will aim to identify any legal and policy level gaps that may have an impact on
revenue enhancement. The consultant will research and clarify the KWSB’s policy on unpaid
retail and bulk bills, including actions to be taken by KWSB according to days-past-due (DPD).
The consultant will evaluate whether the policy is adequate and sufficient. A separate analysis
and recommendations (that may include turning these past due accounts over to a private
sector collection agency) will be done for past due bills that exceed 1.5 years.
The consultants will undertake a comprehensive review of KW&SB’s current financial situation
and of KW&SB’s systems and capacities for revenue/receivables Management, to identify what
is needed to improve direct and indirect cost recovery, and contribute to enhanced revenue
collections during the next 5 years starting from 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2026; in order to
develop a time-bound realistic action plan for implementation of feasible recommendations
(immediate, over 2 years, and over 5 years) delivered in the form of a report, for implementation
of the recommendations.
The above will entail the following comprehensive tasks but not limited to:
(i)

Detailed situation analysis of KW&SB revenue streams;

(ii)

Carryout a comprehensive review of legal and policy framework and the organizational
structure within KW&SB governing local revenues and assess the extent to which they
influence local revenue collection performance;

(iii)

Assess KW&SB existing retail and bulk consumer database and assist in updating the
same

(iv)

Assessment of KW&SB’s Revenue Management systems and their performance.

(v)

Carry out comprehensive review of existing tariff structure and propose a new structure
that would meet help enhance revenue through core principles of KW&SB cost
recovery, simplification, easy execution, affordability for the poor, and economic
development. To provide specific guidance to the KW&SB on the necessary steps to
implement and update the proposed rate structure

The Consultants will also prepare a policy or SOP for the regularization of illegally taken water
connections and to adopt measures to check this practice in the future by placing direct
responsibilities on the relevant officers with a mechanism of feedback and reporting at frequent
intervals. Any kind of outsourcing option may also be considered for the overall security of the
system.
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The Consultants will examine the revenues and expenditures, assets and liabilities of KW&SB
and assess the existing financial condition of KW&SB. The financial analysis will comprise of
analysis of revenues (including own source revenues, fiscal transfers from the Provincial
Government as well as receipts from any other sources) and expenditures (with clear
distinctions between capital and revenue expenditures) for the past five years. The analysis will
identify significant trends of the various sources of revenues and expenditures. This initial
analysis shall identify

-

-

KW&SB’s financial resources, sustainability of revenues and expenditures and the
capability of KW&SB to finance infrastructure investments as well as for meeting
operating expenditures over the next 5 years.
Quick wins that can be considered and related actions implemented by KW&SB
management over a period of 3 to 6 months to enhance the revenue, while other tasks
of this TORs are being carried out by the Consultant.

CONSULTANT EXPERIENCE AND CAPACITY
The firm fulfilling following criteria, will be considered as eligible bidder for evaluation of
technical proposal. Documentary evidence is to be attached, failing which the bidder will be
considered ineligible:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

Must have National Tax Number (Copy of Certificate);
Must be registered with Federal Board of Revenue for last 15 years (Copy of
Certificate);
Must be registered with Sindh Revenue Board for last 5 years (Copy of Certificate);
Must have affiliation with a global professional services firm (Copy of Affiliation
document)
Must be on active taxpayer list of FBR;
Must be on active taxpayer list of SRB;
Legal form Company or Partnership (Copy of registration certificate/partnership deeds);
Must have a minimum of PKR 100 Million of annual Pakistan based turnover in each of
the last three years and more than 500 professional staff;
Must not be blacklisted by any government or bi-lateral/multi-lateral financial instruction
to be given on stamp paper of Rs. 1,000/-

In addition to the above, the consultancy firm should have the following experience and
capacity:
• Experience with survey work in the City of Karachi and a general knowledge of Karachi
neighbourhoods;
• Ability to mobilize a team of qualified and experienced surveyors;
• Capacity to provide transportation inside the City of Karachi for surveyors;
• Ability to ensure the security of surveyors as they carry out their assignments;
• Ability to provide hand-held devises to record survey information, photos, and GPS
locations;
• Sufficient IT capacity and experience in building survey result databases;
• Sufficient IT database technical capacity to ensure survey data is compatible with
existing KWSB IT protocols as required;
• Experience with billing and collection work in large public utilities in Pakistan;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience with billing and collection work in large public utilities in south Asia is
desirable but nor required;
Knowledge in billing and payment options, including traditional and digital, in the Karachi
context;
Knowledge of Pakistan and Sindh Government Financial Management systems.
Ability to conduct qualitative research, including analyzing policy documents, conducting
interviews, and organizing focus groups;
Experience of setting or developing utilities Tariff.
Experience in identifying trends and extracting key results from large databases; and
Speaking and writing proficiency in Urdu and English.

TEAM COMPOSITION
The consultants will deploy three different teams one for each task with an independent Team
Leader for each and a Coordinator for the entire job. The details of the team required will be
included in the RFP document.

DELIVERABLES:
The tasks assigned under these ToRs will be submitted to the client in the form of certain set of
deliverables which are illustrated below but not limited to:
Consolidated action plan with 5 years Revenue Projections:
Once the tasks under these ToRs are completed the consultant will chalk out specific actions
against each recommendation including action owner, timelines and estimated costs involved.
The consolidated action plan should include an indicative sequence for the implementation of
the recommendations and a fully costed time bound action plan.
The action plan should distinguish between the set of actions that can be implemented in the
short term (within the next three years) and medium term (within the next five to ten years) with
KW&SB resources or advised to outsource the activity.
The consolidated action plan will be discussed with KW&SB prior to finalization. Once finalized,
the consultants will prepare the 5 years revenue plan identifying revenue collection projections
and targets for the next 5 years including incremental costs expected to be incurred to achieve
the revenue targets.
Workshops and trainings:
The consultants will present all its findings and recommendations for each task separately in at
least one half-day workshop, organized around a final report in the form of a comprehensive
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presentation. The KWSB will provide a venue for the workshop, and the consultancy will
provide print-outs and refreshments.
Throughout the engagement Consultant will work with KW&SB team to transfer knowledge that is
required to carry out the tasks outlined in this ToR, so that KW&SB develops capacity to perform
them in-house in the future. It will involve the Consultant working together with the KW&SB
designated team from the beginning of the assignment so that they can learn the processes carried
out under this assignment and provide inputs where needed.
Knowledge Transfer for Tariff Setting:
The Consultant will work with a KW&SB team to transfer knowledge that is required to carry out the
tasks outlined in this ToR, so that KW&SB develops capacity to perform them in-house in the future.
It will involve the Consultant:
•
•

•

Working together with the KW&SB team from the beginning of the assignment
so that they can learn the tariff setting process and provide inputs where
needed;
Organizing and delivering a two-day training session for the KW&SB team,
including a manager, toward the end of the assignment to educate them on the
steps and skills needed for tariff setting; and

Providing on-the-job support for Seven days to the KW&SB team sometime
after the training above.

#

Reports

Timeline

1

Inception Report

2 weeks of signing of contract

2

Report on Financial Analysis and Quick 2 weeks after approval of inception report
Wins

3

Report Legal and Policy Review

4

Report on updating existing retail and 3 months after signing of contract (in parallel
consumer database
with Task A & C)

5

Billing and Receivables Management 4 months after the signing of the contract (in
Report
parallel with Task A and C)

6

Tariff Restructuring Proposal

7

Consolidated Final Report submitted to 9 months after the signing of the contract
KW&SB, along with action plan, 5 years
revenue plan and periodic monitoring
mechanism.

4 weeks after commencement

6 months after signing of the contract
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8

Monthly monitoring report

12 monthly monitoring reports

Payments against the deliverables will be made after the approval of the Project Director,
KWSSIP.

Duration and Reporting:
The Consultant will undertake this assignment within twelve (12) months and report to the
Project Director through the Director Investment, KWSSIP.
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(Annex-5)
TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR)
(Study on Financial Management Best Practices)
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(Annex-5)

TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR)
Study on Financial Management Best Practices
Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project

I. BACKGROUND
Karachi is the Pakistan’s largest city, main seaport and international trade hub having a
unique Demography, struggling with numerous governance challenges. One of the major
challenges is Karachi’s water supply and sewerage services, falling far short of the city’s
expanding needs. To develop present and future needs of water supply and sewerage
services for Karachi and to transform the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board (KW&SB)
into a financially viable and technically well performing water utility that ensures clean, safe
drinking water and sewerage services to general public, the Government of Sindh (GoS)
and KW&SB have made a partnership with the World Bank Group and AIIB in planning &
developing of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP).
The KWSSIP is estimated to an indicative cost of studies USD 1.6 billion Reform Led
Investment Program in 4 Phases and is aimed to be implemented in a span of 12 years.
The Phase 1 of KWSSIP is estimated to be USD 100 million. The implementation
responsibility rests with the PIU of KWSSIP, which has started some urgent procurements
as per procurement plan.

The Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP) has been
developed after detailed discussion among all stakeholders in Karachi with World Bank
consultants/ experts and aims to bring the targeted institutional and Governance reforms in
KW&SB along with a massive strategic investment for the improvement of water &
sewerage infrastructure in Karachi.
Following are the three project components of the Karachi Water and Sewerage Services
Improvement Project (KWSSIP):

Component 1- Reform in Karachi Water and Sewerage Board

To build capacity and raise the operational performance of KW&SB, as well as to prepare
and implement an enabling environment, this component will support an array of measures
including:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and Implementation of Financial Management best practices
Revenue Management with Tariff Rationalization
Non-Revenue Water (NRW)
Institutional Reforms and Human Resources.
Social Sector Policy and Katchi Abadi Program.
Other Capacity Building Priorities

Component 2- Securing Sustainable Water Supply & Sewerage (Infrastructure
Investments)
The infrastructure interventions of the Phase-I KWSSIP will be selected during
implementation according to criteria that will ensure compliance with project objectives and
relevant policies, while retaining flexibility to align investments dynamically with the evolving
reform agenda with the overall aim to reinforce the impact of capacity building and
institutional reforms. The priority areas in which specific investment will be selected include:
• Water Network Rehabilitation
• Sewer Network Rehabilitation
• Rehabilitation and Improvement of Safe Water Supply in Informal Settlements.
• Improve Energy Efficiency.
• Procurement of Suction & Jetting Machines
Component 3- Project Management & Studies
This component will support the costs of managing the project and preparing subsequent
interventions in the urban area of Karachi. This will include direct project management costs
and the studies in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feasibility and Tender Documents for SOP-1 and proposed future projects,
Updating of KW&SB’s Master Plan,
Preparing Specific Safeguards Documents
Energy Audit
Review of PPP Options
Ground Water Protection Assessment.

II. HISTORY AND OBJECTIVE OF THE ASSIGNMENT
History
For any organization be it government or private, national or multinational, Financial
Management plays a significant role in the extents of planning, organizing, directing and
controlling the fiscal
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activities of the organization proper utilization of funds to achieve pre-established goals of the
enterprise etc. It largely implies application of general management principles to financial
resources of the entity. Irrespective of the definition of financial management, condition of
financial management practices in KW&SB is poor in terms of record keeping, best and
effective
management practices to encounter and minimize financial losses, techniques of less expenditures
and more revenues, skills to decide the asset be used at a right place and at a right time etc.
Realistically stated, financial management at the KW&SB is almost non-existent.
Objective
KWSSIP intends to finance an extensive study(s) to design, suggest and formulate firm
strategies and place foundation of the financial management in KW&SB as per our intended
corporate requirements. At present there is no qualified Chief Finance Officer (CFO) working
presently in KW&SB. The CFO will be appointed on priority as a recommendation of this study
with a job description to develop, formulate and implement all the suggested studies and
training programs. Number of training sessions and short-term study/training programs in
Finance will ultimately help to build department capacity of KW&SB’s Financial Management
staff. A separate provision of trainings in Finance discipline is also available under KWSSIP HR
Study.
In addition to the studies and training mentioned above, KWSSIP will finance the acquisition of
modern IT equipment(s) including the required Financial Management software and the
adoption/creation of electronic databases. However, the purchase of software is not a part of
these ToRs. The Consultant make a survey of the accounting
workflows to help in the preparation of the TOR’s for the acquisition of the Financial
Management Software (ERP).
By adopting these practices, the load of such large databases can be easily handled and its
up-dating process would be reduced manifold. The overall system would become tamper
proof, to a great extent, with a leverage to add security protocols as per requirement. By
adopting the above procedures KW&SB would be able to plan a sound capital structure. The
other co-benefits planned to be achieved are Estimation of capital requirements, Determination
of capital composition, Choice of sources of funds, Investment of funds, Disposal of surplus,
check on wasteful expenditures, Management of cash & financial controls etc.
III. SCOPE OF THE SERVICE / WORK
The purpose of the assessment is to:
I. Identify and review the capacity, procedural and organizational constraints that is i.e.
hindering effective financial operations and agree on an action plan with those charged
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with governance to address these constraints; and
II. Determine the overall financial management risk, and establish appropriate review and
supervision processes, to mitigate these risks.
III. To analyse and identify the existing workflows in the computerized accounting system
and propose the necessary improvements that will serve to prepare the acquisition of
the Financial Management software (Enterprise resource planning - ERP).
IV. Recommend effective and efficient Financial Management system for KW&SB and
required human resources & equipment to run the recommended FM system.
V. The firm shall work in close consultation with KW&SB to enable KW&SB to have a
systematic and disciplined approach to evaluating and improving the effectiveness of
risk management control and governance processes.
The existing areas to be assessed include;
1. Internal Control processes
2. Administration and Financial management system
3. Procurement management system
4. Reliability and integrity of financial and operational information
5. Information systems environment
6. Effectiveness of operations
7. Compliance with existing policies and regulations
8. Safeguarding of assets
9. Effective, efficient and economical use of resources
10. Review KW&SB’s investment Program.
11. Review all the necessary documents and measures taken in the past towards the
improvement in financial management in KW&SB.
12. Identifying gaps and areas that may require improvement
The scope of the consultancy includes but not limited to;
1. Detailed review of the existing Financial Management system applicable in KW&SB
(including applicable financial rules & regulation), and highlight the strengths and
weaknesses with gap analysis by benchmarking best practices of financial
management for a water utility like KW&SB and propose Financial Rules & Regulation
for KW&SB. The assessment should also include analysing exposure to fund
channelling risks along-with mitigation of those risks and recommend an effective risk
mitigation plan.
2. Conduct a capacity assessment of the present human resource in finance and
administration of KW&SB.
3. Review the overall existing Internal Control system along-with identifying gaps and
recommend effective Internal Controls for KW&SB. The review should also include
examination of the design and implementation of internal controls operating for
obtaining financial approvals with the delegation of authority at different management
level along with the segregation of duties to ensure transparency and accountability in
the disbursement of funds and analysing that such processes are designed to prevent or
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minimize the risk of misstatement, fraud and corruption.

4. Based on the objectives of KWSSIP, recommend efficient and effective automated
Financial Management system with the aim to make it sustainable. The
recommendation should be based on a detailed analysis of KW&SB’s forecasted cash
generation to meet the operational expenses considering the current pricing strategy
and proposing an equilibrium level of pricing with an appropriate tariff and billing
structure with guidance to the KW&SB on the necessary steps to derive and implement
the proposed tariff structure.
5. Recommend the Human resource requirement with detailed job description and

segregation of duties with a hierarchy for KW&SB Finance Department for the proposed
automated Financial Management system and match with the present Human Resources of
Finance and administration of KW&SB along-with proposed training for fulfilling the gaps
identified.
6. Propose required equipment, hardware, and software for the implementation of the
proposed automated Financial Management system.
7. Propose Implementation Plan with time lines for each defined milestones of the
recommended Financial Management System.
8. Propose Business Plan, strategically looking at the future financial health of KW&SB
supported with different financial models.
Furthermore, in addition to the above the scope of the consultancy will also include the
following;
1. Conduct a compliance test that provides empirical evidence on the performance of the
public expenditure management system and recommend the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) for each activity. The results of a compliance test can also provide a
baseline for measuring progress over time. Annual updates of the compliance tests will
contribute to this process.
2. Assess the economic viability and suggest improvements of the existing financial model
for the water and sewerage system in line with proposed investment plans with
possibility of various private sector participation option(s).
3. Explore capacity building prospects in KW&SB to devise a long term and practical
investment plan.
KW&SB shall ensure that the Financial Management firm will have access to the
available information instrumental in executing this assignment. The firm shall work in
close association with KW&SB.
IV. METHODOLOGY / APPROACH OF THE SERVICE
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The assignment shall include, but not be limited to:
(i) Study and review;

•
•
•

KW&SB Act, 1996 with subsequent amendments,
All relevant policies Rules and Regulations pertaining to water sector; and,
Tariff history along with comparison with other provinces/cities.

A Review of Water Utilities Systems:
The Consultant shall carry out an examination of the Pakistan water Utilities to understand FM
trends, management patterns, and the technology available to them.
The study shall also include the examination and the possible adoption of international best
practices in this sector especially the success stories of the under developed countries with an
objective to select the best among them for KW&SB.
(ii) Assessment of project financial management arrangements – based on interviews with
KW&SB representatives and relevant stakeholders supported by review of the internal
control arrangements, and sampling of specific transactions.
a. The assessment should include a review of the staffing, fund flows mechanism,
financial accounting and reporting, management information systems, and detailed
internal control activities (payments, payroll, maintenance of bank balances,
imprest balances, advances, fixed assets, completeness of liabilities, etc.)
b. Identify and recommend appropriate funds flow mechanism for all sources of project
funding.
(iii) Prepare a narrative description of the project financial management systems, including
identification of strengths and weaknesses.
(iv) Identify and assess financial management and internal control risks, on the basis of
degree of impact and likelihood of occurrence using the following scale:
High:

likely to occur, high impact if occurs

Substantial:

unlikely to occur, high impact if occurs

Moderate:

likely to occur, low impact if occurs

Low:

unlikely to occur, low impact if occurs

(v) Propose risk mitigation/management strategies to address identified risks:
High:

risk avoidance / mitigation / transfer recommended

Substantial:

risk avoidance/ mitigation/ monitoring recommended
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Moderate:

risk monitoring recommended

Low:

risk documentation/identification

(vi) Summarize findings in the Financial Management and Internal Control Assessment
Report.
V. EXPECTED OUTPUTS / DELIVERABLES / DURATION
The firm shall be reportable to the Project Director and shall be expected to produce the
following deliverables during the period of the consultancy:

Deliverable
I) Inception Report

II) Interim Report I

Description
a) That includes but not limited to detailed work plan with
methodology/ tools and process on designing and
development of the reviews based on scope of work. The
work plan should be realistically timed.
Comprehensive results and draft recommendations of the
exercise performed as per scope of work and areas
covered thereon.

III) Interim Report II

IV) Training

Arrange trainings to educate KW&SB’s team on the best
practices of automated Financial Management systems

V) Draft report

a) The report shall be comprehensive enough covering the
whole exercise(s) and shall describe the achievement to
date in respect of all scheduled activities and deliverables
of the service(s). The report should reasonably contain
necessary documentary evidence, as well as observations,
conclusion and recommendations related to the objectives.
b) Detailed hardware & software requirements with
specifications.

VI) Final Report

The final report shall contain a narrative of all that has been
achieved on the project. It will describe all actions taken to
achieve each deliverable.
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VII)

Final workshop
training

and Arrange training of KW&SB’s team on the outcomes of the
assignment with educating the team on the newly
applicable automated Financial Management systems

The firm shall present the final report to the representatives of Government of Sindh,
KW&SB and World Bank.
VI. CONFIDENTIALITY AND PROPRIETARY INTERESTS
The firm shall not either during the term or after termination of the assignment, disclose any
proprietary or confidential information related to the consultancy or the Government without
prior written consent. Proprietary interests on all material and documents prepared by the firm
under the assignment shall become and remain properties of KW&SB.
VII. DURATION OF ASSIGNMENT
The duration of this assignment will be Six (06) months from the date of contract signing.
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